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ratio begins with the location of the center of the ac-
tivated area. For this purpose, all nonzero pixels are
taken to be part of the object. The center and the
point farthest away from the center determine the
major axis of the object. The minor axis is taken to
be perpendicular to this. These axes provide an
object-relative coordinate system in which if is pos-
sible to specify, roughly, the location of bumps and
depressions in the image. The bounding rectangle of
the object is taken to be the smallest rectangle, with
edges parallel to the axes, that contains the image.
The aspect ratio of the object is taken to be the as-
pect ratio of its bounding rectangle.

Moving the Finger

if the image read m is not satisfactory, as is usually
the case at first, if is possible to move the finger and
read another. An important part of the image analy-
sis Invelves moving the finger so that an optimal
image is sensed. The offset pressure, for example, is
adjusted in this manner. Optimally, most of the
touched area activaies the mid-range of the sensar,
allowing bumps and depressions to be detected eas-
ily. This is accomplished by reading in an image,
computing the median pressure of all points above
the noise threshold, and readjusting the finger pres-
sure appropriately. This is repeated several times
until an acceptable offset pressare is achieved.

The finger is also moved to measure the stability
{resistance to rofl) of an object. To measure the ob-
ject’s stability im a given chrection, the object is
pressed between the finger and the supporting sur-
face by applying a fixed force on the ohject normal
to the plane of the surface. The finger is then moved
laterally in the desired direction. (The supporting
surface was a thin layer of soft rubber, to prevent
sliding.) The stability of the object is indicated by
the amount of force necessary to meave the finger.

The Matcher

During the hypothesize step, the program must de-
termine which of the objects it knows best matches
the known data. Kor a small set of possible objects,
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such as the fasteners, it is not really important that
ihis be done well. For a large set of possible objects,
the quality of the matcher may be a determining
factor in the speed of recognition. When the hy-
pothesis is chosen by selection of the possibility that
best matches the information given, usually the
choice that has the largest number of features in
common with the known facts is the best choice. In

a system with a large mumber of parameters, other
factors may also be taken inte consideration. For
one thing, some features may be more important
than others, either in general or for that particular
possibility. Also, the features themselves may not
exactly match—a bump may be too lurge, a shape
distorted. In cases such as this, we wish to give the
possibility only partial credit for a feature match.

The most obvious way () Unplement such a
matcher would be to use a numerical scoring aystem,
with the weighting of factors for feature importance
and partial maiches. This approach was avoided
for the following bwo reasons. First, there would
have to be a degree of arbitrariness in assigning the
numbers: Is a circle a 50% match to a hexagon? Is
shape 2.5 times as important as texture, or only
twice as important? ht is unwise to trust the sums
and products of numbers if the numbers themselves
are chosen arbitrarily, The second objection is more
of a philosophical one-—converting a complex set of
symbolic structures into a single number causes us
to throw away too much information too quickly. Of
course, this information must eventually be lost
the matcher must terminate by selecting a single
item. But the pruning can be, and is, controlled in a
More reasoned maruier.

The implemented matcher takes two possibilities
at a time and compares them on a feature-by-feature
basis. If, for a particular feature, both items match
the image to about the same degree, the information
is ignored. If one of the items is clearly a better
match, the feature is counted in favor of the appro-
priate item. This procedure is repeated for each fea-
ure and then the features themselves are compared
ina similar manner. A feature counted toward one

item will be cancelled by a feature counted toward
another, if they are of approximate importance.

 

In a large artificial intelligence system, the best
match could be computed in parallel. Parallel
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marker-propagation schemes, such as the one pro-
posed by Fahiman (1979), would do such a task well.
One important assumption, even for the parallel
case, is that the binary comparison operatoris tran-
sitive. Without this constraint, it would be necessary
to campare each possible pair of tems, a task that
grows as the square of the number of items.

The transitivity of the predicate described above
can be easily demonstrated, given the transitivity of
individual feature comparisons. Assume that there
exist three items, A, B, and C, such that A > B and
Bo>C. Let fix, vy) be the set of features counted in
favor of x when compared with y. Since the individ-
ual feature comparisons are transitive,

fiA, C) = CAA, BDU AB, OD

and

fic, Ay = CAC, Bu AOR, A).

H ®is the feature set comparison predicate (he sec-
ond stage of the algorithm above), then A > B im-
plies f(A, B} > (CB, A}. Also, for any sets a, b,c
and d such that a > b and c > d, it avast be that
(a Uc) > (b U d}, because features that cancel in
the individual sets will alsa cancel in the union. The

assumptions A > Band B > C imply f(A, 8) >
JOB, A} and f(B, C) > (CC, B) and, by the union role
GAA, B) U FTR. ©) >CC, By U AB, AD. This
may be rewritten as f(A, C} > fC, A}, which is the
criterion for A > C. Therefore, the matching predi-
cate is transitive.

This maicher is really overkill for a possibility set
of six objects with three parameters each, but it may
be necessary if the program is to be extended to a
large range of objects.

Proposed Kiforts

A program that distinguishes among six obiects on
the basis of three parameters is not too impressive.
Even if it only got one bit from cach parameter, i
should have correctly recognized eight objects. In
the fisture, tactile recognition programs will have
much more complex and more precise represen-
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tations of tactile images. Three improvements can
help bring this about.

The first is texture recegnition. The resolution of
the tactile array sensor, while high, is not not nearly
sufficient for measuring textural differences between,
say, paper and glass. Texture sensing requires mea-
surmg bulk effects of many tiny surface features. It
is most easily accomplished if something is slid over
the surface and a pattern of vibrations is detected.
This can be likened to sliding a phonograph needle
ever a record, Sensors uf the future may use em-
bedded piezoelectric devices, or it may be possible
io use the ACS directly as sort of a carbon micro-
phone. However the information is derived, it must
be processed into a useful characterization ofthe
texture of the surface. Of interest is the intensity and
periodicity of the signal. These features may be seen
directly in the frequency domain. Texture processing
may bear more similarity to the analysis of sounds
than to the analysis of visual images.

Another improvement might involve thermal rec-
ognition: the difference between paper and glass is
that glass feels cold. This is not actually because
giass is lower in temperature, but because it is a
better conductor of heat and sa it is more quickly
able to carry away the heat generated by the body.
We have constructed a small thermal conductivity
sensor that works on this principle. Is the sensor, a
resistive heating element is sandwiched between two
iemperature-semsitive current sources. Any dic
ference in the temperature of the two sensors is iadi-
cated by an easy-to-measure difference in the cur-
rents. The sensor is designed to be mounted on the
finger in such a way that one temperature sensor
may comtact the device being tested. As the heat is
drawn from the object into the sensor, a difference
in temperatures will develop. The primary disadvan-
tage of thia first prototype is that it is large
(G1 6.3 x 0.2 in.), resuiting in a relatively high
thermal mass. This limits both the response time and
the minimum size of the object that may be usefully
tested,

The third area that shows immediate potential for
further research is the coordination of soultiple tac-
tile images into a global picture. This is probably the
most useful next step in tactile processing. This
problem was deliberately avoided in the program
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described through the choice of small objects that
eould be read in a single impression. Such size Hmi-
tations are probably unrealistic outside the labora-
tory environment. The first real-world applications of
iactde sensing wdl sot be in recognizing objects that
fit on the tip of the finger, bat rather in orienting
known objects grasped with an entire hand. This will
require coordinating images from multiple sensors.

We are enthusiastic about the future prospects of
automated tactile sensing. What has been described
here-—-the sensor, the finger, and the progragi-——is
only an initial approach.
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ABSTRACT

A projetype touch-sensitive tablet ie presented. The tablet’s main
innovation is that H is capable of sensing more than one paint of
contact at a time. in addition to being able to provide peaitien ooor-
dingtes, the tablet also gives a measure of degree of contact,
indeperxiantly for each point of coriact. in arder to arable mdi
touch sensing, the iablet surface ls divided inte a grid of discrete
points. The points are scanned using a recursive area subdivision
aigortnm. in order to minimize the resolution lest due te the
disergie natura of the grid, « novel interpolation echerne has been
developed. Finally, the paper briefly discusses how mufthiouch
sensing, interpolation, and degree af contact sensing can be com
bined to expand our vooabulary in human-computer Interaction,

% INTRODUCTION

Rapid advancement of computer technology has opened a variety
of new spolications. New applications and users mean demands for
new modes of interaction. One consequence of this ls « growing
appreciation of ihe imporiance of using aporepriate inpik technole-
giss (Buxton, 1982}. Positioning devices are sean io be essential te
graphics applications, Image transducers are required for pattern
recognition in medical diagrosia, touch screens are usefis for ihe
educalion of young children, and the QWERTY keyboard remains
the usual standard for text processing. However, the range of inpul
devices available is silt quite limited, as is our understanding af how
to use ihern in the most elective manner.

The intent of the research presented in this paper fs to increase the
vocabulary thet can be uilized in human-computer imteraction. Our
approach has been ta develop a new input technology that enlarges
fhe demain of human physical gestues that can be captured for
sonirol purpases. in whai follows, we will deserlbs the technology,
what evolved from, and some aspects of how H can be used.

& GVERVIEW

The wansducer that we have develoged is a touch-sensitive tablet;
fhat is, a flat surface that can sense where it is Being touched by
the operators finger. This In Usell ls not new. Several such dev-
coe are commercially available from a number of manufaciurers
isee Appendix A}. What is unigue about our tablet is that K com-
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commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the
publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by
permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy
otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
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bines two additional features. First, it can sense the degres of oor
tact in @ continuous manner. Secarcd, 8 can sense the amount and
focation of a number of simulianeous pointe of contact. These iwo
jeatures, when combined with touch sersing, are very important in
respect is the types af Interaction thal we can support. Some of
these are discussed below, bul see Buxton, HU, and Rowley (1985)
and Brown, Buxton and Murlagh (1985) for more detail. The tablet
which we present Is 8 continuation of work done in our lab by
Sasaki at al (1989) and Metha (1282).

in the presentation which follows, wa focua mainly on issuss relat-
ing to the iransducar’s implementation. Two important contribullons
discussed are our methed of scanning the tablet surface, and our
method of maintaining high resalutlon despite ihe surface belng
partitioned into a discrete grid. Additional technical details can be
found fry Lee (1984).

3%. WHY BLATETOUCH?

Toueh sensing has a number of important characieristles. There is
no physical stylus or puck ta get fost, broken, or vibrate out of pose
ton. Touch tableis can be molded so as to make them easy io
clean (theretare making them useful in clean environments ike has-
pitaia, or dirty environments like factories), Since there is no
mechanical intermediary between hand and tablet, there is nothing
ia prevent multi-touch sensing. Ternplates can be placed over the
tablet fo define epscial regions and, since the hand is being ued
directly, these regions can bs manually sensed, thereby allowing the
trained user to effectively "touch type’ on ihe tablet.

Wihout pressure sensing, however, the ulllty of touch tablets is
quite limited, One can move a tracking symbal around the sores,
jor exampis, but when the finger Is aver a light bution, ihere is noth.
Ing equivalent to ihe bution on & mouse fo push In order io make a
selection. Yas, we could Hit the finger of the tablet, but that would
be more like pulling (rather than pushing) the bution. And what i
we wanted to drag an Rem being pointed al, or io indleate thal we
wanted to start Inking? Lifting our finger woud leave our finger off
ihe tablet, just when we want i in contact with f the most. There
are ways around this problem, bul they are indirect. 9, however,
ihe tablet has pressure sensing, we can push @ virtual button by
giving an extra dH of pressure to signal a change in siate,

Pressure has other advantages. One example is to soniral fine
thiekness in a paint program. Bul why do we want multisie point
sensing? A simple example would be W we had a templaie placed
over ine iablet which delimited three regions of & cm by 2 cm.
Where we touch each region could conirol the setting of & parame-
ter associated with each region. ¥ we wanted to simulianesusly
adjust all ihree parameters, then wo would have io be able io sense
ail threa regions. An even easier example is using the tablet to
emuate a plane keyboard thet can play polyphonic munic,
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& HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

A Brief description of the hardware of the fast multicle-touch-
sensitive input device (FMTSIO} ts introduced here. The design of
the hardware ia based on the requremenis of the fast scanning
algorihm and on tradeaiis between software and hardware, Many
sensors have been examined for our particular application, however
(Hursi, 74; Hillis, 82; TSD, 882; TASA, 9860; JSAC, 98:
Matha, 882) none seemed te have the properties that satisfy the
requrements of a FMYSID. The hardware basically consists of a
sensor mairix board, row and column selection registers, A/D
eanverting clrevis and a contrailing GPU,

The design of the sensor matrix is based on the technique of cana-
chance measivermert between a finger tip and a metal plats. To
mintnize hardware, the sensors are accessed by row and column
selection. Row selection registers select one ar more rows by set-
ting the corresponding bits to a high state in order to charge up ihe
sensors while the column selection registers select ane or more
columns by turning on corresponding analog ewltches to discharge
the sensors through uming resistors. The intersecting region of the
selecied rows and the selecied columns represents the selected
seneers a8 a group. AVD converting cireulia messure the
discharging time interval of the selected sensors. A University of
Torome 6809 board is used as a contrafling CPU. The touch sur-
face of the senaar board cansisis of number of amall metal-costed
reclanguarshaped areas serving as senser olate capacitors. The
design of ine metal plate area of a uni senser depends on the
measurable capaciiance change that resiiis when ihe srea is
covered by @ fingay tip, and on the rasciutien that can be imple-
mented.

Discharging dieds

.. volum linea
c R

Charging dicde

& sow Line

wee Mone

Eh a column selectionswitch

Fig. i A model of a selected senser in the senser matrix.

in order fo select a sensor by row and column access, two diedes
are wed with each sensor. One diode, connected te the row fine, ls
used io charge up the sensars in the row. it is referred to a8 the
Charging Olode (CD) as shown In Figure 1. The CD aise serves io
block the charge flewing back to ihe row line when the rew line vot-
tage is dropped to zere. The other diode called the Discharging
BDiode(DD), sonnected to the column fing, snablea discharging of the
seiscied row sensors to a virtual ground. Also ithe BD blecks
charge flaw from the sensors in the selected row to the sensors in
the unselected rews during the discharging period. The selection of
rows, by the row selection procedure, causes the sensora to be
charged, The sensars in the solumr are then discharged through
associated iiming resistora eannecied io the eclumn seisctien
switches.

The charges stored in the selecied row({s) flow down through the
selected switches te the virtual ground of @ fast operational
amplifier. All tha discharging currants are correspondingly addad ta
produce a signal frorn which the discharging time of all the selected
sensors is found by comparison with @ threshold voltage.

Pressure sensiiivily is incorporated by two measures: Firel there is
the affect, here miner, af compression of ihe overlaying Insulator.
Sacond there is the effect of intrinsic spreading of the compressible
finger tip as pressure is increased,
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The software in the controlling CPU utilizes communication with the
host carmpuier io accommodate the Interpolation scheme. The
dock rate (10 MHz} allows about % courts fo correspond to the
sensor oapaciianes changs due t @ touch. But, ef courses, the capa~
clance of all the ckeuiry atiached to the solumn line during the
discharging period is much farger than the sensor capacilance.
Thus before scanning the tablet fer a iouch, f is acanned com-
pletely in all possibie resolution modes when mot touched, The
yalues so obtained sre stored as references. Touches are
idenitied by the diferences between ihe reference values and the
values measured during use.

The capaciance change corresponding te the touch by more than
ene finger (or by the whole hand) is very large. Thus the number of
bits in the counter should be enough lo measure tye maximum
capantance, However ho is unnecessary aither fo have suificlont
hits io measure the entira capacitance inchsding the surrounding
capacitances, ar to stere the corresponding “complete” counter
values as yeferences. f is necessary only to have ane mere BR
than the number of bits required is count the valus of change in
the sapackance rather than the complete value in order ta megaure
the diferences of capacianes cue to fousk. Thus only an 8 bit
ecounler is implemented. The counter enables the measurement of a
7? bR capaclianse change regardless of the degroe of evarfliow in
the counter.

A factty is alse provided for Kentiying lempletes appiled to the
surface of the tablet.

& SCANNING ALGORITHM

Gre ides of some significance that oan be introduced fe te avold
scanning of all the pixels in the tablet which contain no information.
For example, seanning all 2048 pointe of a tablet Raving a regaiu-
tien 84 by 32 for ewer than 1 poinis is really quite a rkieuious
idea. in jact, f the number of points to be searched fe comparably
small, hen an improved aigarithm, here called recursive area subd
vision, can be used. A particular implementation example f¢
desoribad as follows.

Consiter a tablet with reaciution & by 8 te be searched for 3 touch
point as shown in Figure 2. First, check the tablet for touch as a
whole region as shown by the area ABCD In the figura. ¥ touch ie
detected, divide ihe tablet nic two equal regions shawn by the line
EF and check sack of the iwo regione ABEF and EFCD for
touchadness, Select the touched region, region EFCD in this cae,
and divide ihis into hwo aqual regions as shown by the division line
GH. Continue ils process on ihe touched region untll no further
division is possibis, that fa, untill a unit sensor, designated as the
region PKMO In Figure 2, Is nsached. The figure also shows the
sequence of subdivision in the recursive subdivision scheme.

  
G rv L C

in}eoSaquencs of subdivision in binary operation.

Fig. 2 Recursive subdivision operation for & by 8 tablet.
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Using this algorithm, a search for one palmi on 3 tablet having &
resolution 64 by 32, requires 22 scanning ilmes, that Is

Z* flog sub 2} (G4 ° a9} = 22

® thera is no overhead in the recursive subdivision process and
scanning begins at the “lop of the tree” Ghat is, with a region in
which all pixels are grouped tegether}, then using this scheme, the
number of touched pointe thal can be identified In the time that ft
would take te detect one touch directly (ihai is, f all pixels are
stanned one by one sequentialiy) fe

N = {{64 ° 32} ovar 22} = 186.

Thig shows immediately that the recursive subdivision schame Is
much superior fo sequential scanning Hf the number af points to be
scanned is fewer than 16.

8. INTERPOLATION

i may seem thai the resolulion of the hardware Is foo low for use in
graphics applications. Mewever touch infenaity and mulll-touch ser-
sitivity can be used fo enhance resolution, This is possible because
the center of a touch can be most secwately estimated by an inter-
polation utilizing ihe values of the adjacent sensor Iniensities,

Direct intarpaistion schemes for a few cases haa been imple-
menied. One of interest is lo interpolate an array of 3 by 8 sensors
using & touched point In the center. Another is to interpolate all
points on the table. The later one obviously provides the highest
resolion bul a3 a result it simply emulates a single touch tablet
with very sigh resalulian.

7, PERFORMANCE

74 Seemer

An ideal sensor matrix for a FAYTSIO weuld be one that has uniform
and small reference values over a grouping level, a large variation
of intensity due to e touch, and fast measurement time. The senor
matrix of the prototype, however, has a relatively wicks ranges of
reference values, However these values de nei change very much
over extended periads of time. The resus show thet doubling the
number of sensorsin a group in the column direction Increases the
reference value by a iactor of about 1.5. This corresponds weil to
theoretical estimates. As well the resulta show ihat increasing the
number of sensors in a group in the row direction, in contrast, doas
not Increase the reference value in gonsral, even H the number of
the sensore is doubled in a group. The reference value ranges
from 49 (or a single sensor in a group) te S86 (for the entire array
of 64 by 22 sensors considered as a group).
hh order ta account fer {ime and ether variations of the reference
values, a thrashoid is included which must be overcome In order for
&@ iowh te be detected. The threshold used ranges from 2 lo 7
counts depending on group size. Using these threshold valuss the
CPU does nol raporl uviouched poinis wrongly over Intervals of at
wast & hours in either sequential or recursive subdivision modes.
The recurshe subdivision scheme uses 6 ciffereant ihreshalds, cor
sequently 4 is very unlikely fo repor « wrong polmt whereas the
lingar acanning movie using only a single inreshold Is likely to be
mare sensiiive.

The Intensity of a single touch far a single sensor group varies over
the lablet buf usually ranges above the threshold value by as much
as 5. For @ single 64 by 32 sensor group, the intensity varies from
person tO parson bul H ranges from the threshold to 124. This max-
run is obtained when a palm rather than a finger touches the
tablet. Anoiher inieresiing feature is that ihe raspanse time
becomes fastey as the number of sensors in a group becomes
larger, ared furihermare thai for the 64 by 32 sensor group, it ls pos
sible tc datect af a hand merely placed in the vicinity of ihe tablet.
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72 Spailel Resokslon

One possible and immediate interpolation scheme fa is interpalzie a
"ouchad’ point with all adjacent values which may not be large
enough to be reporied as iouthed. A local array of 9 by 9 pointa
ean be used for this interpolation. Some examples drawn on a
laser printer (consequently having no intensity scale} are shown in
Figuwe 3. These pictures are produced without feedback, that fs,
drawn without the operator looking af ihe ouipul sereen. This does
not allow the operator io compensate, that is, te select poinis where
data are sparse In comparison with the Infended figure, but rather
iakes dire input from the leeation of the figure drawn on the Input
davice. The first picture {a} is drawn by moving 3 finger in a
aivaight line (guided by a ruler} for various angles and the second
one ib} is drawn by moving a finger in 4 fine guide by s circle drawn
en 3 template. These teste show thal interpolation actually
increases the spatial resolution ag well as the locatability of a fine
point on a screen.

ae

>

*

> *a. 5asa (ULLAddiedebtddiabhhlaintadainaulaSdhabatatzinbdataaiantamnd
icokumn
eee he
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fa} Straight lines drawn by the tablet using 3 by 3
sensor array interpolations
Ths scales shown represent the boundaries of theaatusl sensors.
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eaten nee OY
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i
roe seals

(o) A circle deawn by the tablet using 3 by 3
sensor array Lntarpolutione
Whe seales chown represent the toundariea of theSctusl sensorss

Fig 3 Poinis drawn by the tablet using an interpolation mathod.
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Since ihe spatial resoludien in the local interpolatian scheme |s lin-
fed by the number of bite avaliable from the intensities of an array
of 3 by 3 sensors, other scheme was considered. in this scheme,
ai the points from a complete scan of a tablet are imerpolsted
allewing ihe potenilal resolution to be almesi infinite, However this
process simply emulaies a projective device and accordingly
reporis only single point, which ts interpolated from all the points on
the tablet. However wih this achame, there are a great mary ways
of pointing fe @ specific location on a display screen, & feature with
some Intriguing apolicatiion possiblities.
7.2 Response Ties Boley

The response time delay ls the time delay trom the beginning of &
touch to an output recelved either by local terminal or by an outpid
devices allached fo the hest computer, For mutiply touches, this
delay will Increase with ihe number of touches. The prototype used
with & 9800 baud-rate terminal to measure time delays. Actual
response times were measused several times and averaged fer
various cases and are tabulated in Tabis 1.

 

  

 
 
 

 

Case

 
 

{a} pts/sec
masec /pt

  
 

‘{b) plis/see
rasec/ph 

TABLE < Actual Respense Tims Relays

The cases in Tabls one are to be interpreted as follows:

a@ ene sensor touched continuously
kb twe sensors touwhed at the same time continuously

6 four sensors toushed at the same time continuously

8 CONCLUSIONS

A prototype of a fasi-scanning multiple-touch-sensitive inpia tablet
having both the adaptability and flaxitilty for a broad range of appl
ealions kas been designed and implemented. Capactansa mesa
wement of Individual sensor{s) which can be unlgusly addressed
wing two diodes ser sensor, makes ik possible fo sense both the
positions and iniensties of ane or more simultaneous touches
without ambiguity. The sensor matrix is cuntrolled by Univeralty of
Foronto 6809 board whose serisi port is connected to one af the
VO ports of a host computer. Solware that ullizes the recursive
subdivision algeriihim for fast scanning an array of 64 by 32 sensora
on the tablet, and thai communicates wih the host computer, has
been implemented and tested.
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VW. APPEMDON A: TOUCH TABLET SOURCES

Big Brier: 3 by 3 inch continuous pressure sensing touch tablet

Big Sriar, inc.
Lelcester, NG
28748

Chak Board
samputers

inc: “Power Pad”, lange feuh table for mkro-

Chalk Board ine.
S772 Pleasantdale Rd.,
Atlanta, GA 30340

Elographics: various sizes of touch teblets, Including pressu'é sens-
ing

Elographics, inc.
OTE Qak Akige Turnpike
Oak Ridges, Tennessee
SBM

KoalePad Technologies: Approx. § by 7 inch touch tablet for micro-
computers

Koala Technologies
3100 Patrick Henry Brive
Sania Clara, Calfornia
85050

Spiral Systems: Trazor Touch Panel, 3 by 3 inch iouch tablei

Spirat System instruments, inc.
4853 Cordell Avenue, Sule A-0
Bathesda, Maryland
268
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TASA:4 by 4 Inch touch tablet (relative sensing onty}

Touch Activated Switch Arrays ine.
76 Lawrence Sin. Road, Sute G
Sunnyvale, Callfornia
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tion of a sub-set from a seb of items shown on the dise

play surface.
Assuming that the first twa objectives are met, the

third allows ane to select items or positions on the
sereen merely by pointing at them with a finger. Be-
cause painting with a finger is: man’s most natural
method of indicating selection, & touch activated de~
vice creates a4 miniraim of distraction for the user.

In facet, an ideal implementation of the three objec-
tives listed above would resuli In an input device
that was apparent to the user in function rather than
in substance.

Admittedly, the human finger is a rather coarse
stylus but the resolution attainable is sufficient for
many types of manual information entry, The words
or phrases displayed for selection in an taformation
retrieval system could be in a format suitable for this
type of input technique. If a conventional keyboard
is used im conjunction with the display terminal, a
touch activated display overlay reduces the time spent
in going from keyboard to display by eliminating the
intermediate step of picking up a stylus. In addition,
a portion of the display sereen could be used as a
touch sensitive keyboard with dynamics computer
control of the assceiated key functions, The apparent
simplicity, both physieally and functionally, of this
type of input deviee is 3 significant advantage if the
user is a young child comrmounienting with a eormputer-
assistod instruction system.

For information entry requiring more resolution
than one can obtain with a finger, a suitable passive
stylus could resemble an ordinary peneil with its con-
venient size, ight weight, and freedom of movement.

One touch sensitive device’ that hag been developed
for use with a ORT consists of a oumber af wires
terminating at the front surface of the display tube.
Bach wire forms the arm of an AC bridge which js
unbalanced by body capaciianee. A second devices,
developed by Control Data Corporation, haa a series
of translucent, touch-activaied strips im front of a
CRT display.

Thesgeprosch Yehen by aur cues wer focuses ga ah
» dechuigue with elasiic surface waves. Koko

ag WHA pulsed aliewamale saxfana waves hag hear
applied aueeesefully Jor a nurhes of years ia the fed
of taw detection far shrachiral materials. The propa-
gation delay of ultrasonic clastic waves has heen used
as the basis for graphic input devives for a computer.
However, these devices do not employ echo ranging
and consist basically of fixed sourves or radiators with
the sensor in a movable stylus. One of these, developed
by Woo st IBM,‘ also usca surface waves on a glass
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plate. The Lincoln Wand? provides a three dimensional
imput capability by using ultrasonic waves propapatiag
in air.

ie thewievive developed ah NEG, the radiator and
gonsur ace physiedly the same plesoulertria iransdhiwer
widel is chetcley swiselaad between the driving
akenuliry ami the echo re se arenitey. Pulve gaada-
fated surtace waves are prodiead on 4 transparent
gigas plate, and aay object conisefing the surtace
reflenis nomial the wave energy beck $a the aneres.
The distance fom bhe padivtor/aenecr fo the targes
ig qemportingal fo the time betwaer the racdichor gaalas
and the sscephionof Gie-ccho pulse,

 
ieee 

  

 

 

   
 

Surface wave characteristees

An elastic surface wave can be represented mathe-
matically ag 2 eombination of inhomogencous longi-
tudinal and transverse waves. This is exemplified by
the particle displacements for a surface wave. The
partielee deseribe olliptical orbits with the major asia
perpendicular to the surface and the minor axis parallel
te the direction of propagation, corresponding to the
transverse and longitudinal components respectively.

The particle displacements decrease exponentially
with depth inte the material, the depth deeay factor
being @ function of the wavelength and the material.
For glass, the wave energy at a depth of one wave-
length is only about three percent of ite value at the
surface. A practical implication of this result is that,
to a close approximation, a plate several wavelengths
thick appears as the solid half-space necessary for
true surface wave propagation.

Waves on the free surface of a solid half-space, which
are also known ag Rayleigh waves, are nol diepersive
andtheir phase velocity depends anly on the properties
of the material on which they are propagating, For
plate ginsa the velocity is 10,460 ft/sec.

The amplitude of all clastic waves decreases with
distance from the source through three mechanisms—
beam divergence, seattering, and absorption. Because
a surface wave is essentially a two-dimensional phenom
enon, the decrease in amplitude due to beam diver-
genee ig proportional to 1/4/r, compared to L/r for
spatial waves, where ris the distance from the source.
The attenuation due to scattering and absorption is
related to that of spatial waves, with the attentiation
factor boing approximately proportional to frequency
in the ultrasonic range. The attenuation coeflicient of
plate glass measured at 8 MHis 0.40 nepers/imch.

Ax interesting property of surface waves is their
ability to propagate along curved surfaces. If the rae
dius of curvature is large with respect to the wave-
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excite spatial waves in the prism with an angle of
propagation determined by the velocity ratio. When the
same transduceris used for both sending and receiving,
ths energy that was internally reflected within the
prism during the send tuterval appears as chitter or
noise during the receive interval. Although this excess

energy is gradually absorbed by the prism material,
ite effect can be reduced by modifying the prism shape
and eoatiog i with an absorbent material, For the
transducers actually constructed, the first two inches
of range could not be used because of the clutter.

The piesoelectric transducers are made of a lead
girconate-lead titanate osramic having a thickness
mode electro-mechanical coupling coefficient of 9.66,
This material is relatively good for energy trausforma-
ton in both directions. The bandwidth and mechanical

output power of a piezoelectric transducer are related
to the mechanical impedance of the materials io which
if is coupled. After some experimentation with quarter
wave impedance matching transformers and various
backing materials, it was decided to sacrifice band-
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Figure 2—Parailel impedance components for a series
connected array of four 1/2 &* 1/4 inch transducers
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width for sensitivity by using airsbacked transducers
bonded directly to the prism. The result was a radiator
fractional bandwidth of 20 percent. The parallel com-
ponents of the electrical input impedance for a small
test. array constructed im this way are shown in Figure

For an 8 MHz pulse modulated signal with a 1.6
Mills bandwidth, the minimum reselvable stylus
movement should be about 6.04 inch. As will be ex-
plaincd later, this resolution was attained but unusable
in the first device constructed.

Array design

The method of target location heing used requires
a line source of waves having uniform amplitude and
phase across a ten inch width. To combine separate
radiator elements into a linear array with the desired

characteristics, the radiation pattern of individual
elements must be known, An expression for the dirne-
ivity characteristics of a prism type of radiator has

been derived? and it yields results similar to the sin
x/x% funetion for spatial radiators. Figure 2 compares
yaiues computed for an 8 Mz radiator using this ex-
pression with experimentally measured values,

For practical plate dimensions and transducer sizes,
the usable surface grea Hes in the far-Hold region of the
individual elements but in the near-field region of the

overall array. By coraputing the response for various
lineage array configurations, a radiator width of 0.463
inch, and aspacing of 0,585 inch, were selected,

After the arrays were assembled and tested, the
measured radiation. pattern was more irregular than the
somputations indicated. This diserepaney was ai-
tributed te the variation is spacing, orientation, and
bond characteristies due to assembiy tolerances and
the variations in transducer sensitivity, The gaps in

the pattern were sufficiently large and numerous that
it was necessary to add a second set of arrays on the
apposite sides of the plate, These are offset with respect
to the first so that the beams from opposite arrays are
effectively interleaved. The arrays are energized se-
quentialiy to avoid mnulstal interference.

The maximum two-way propagation time for a ten
inch usable surface and a two inch buffer zoneis about

200 ysec. Therefore, even with four separate arrays,
the sampling rate can be greater than 1 K¥la, which
is more than adequate ta follow normal stylus rotion.

 

 

 

Electronic circuitry
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timing. cireulizy digitises the RUB propagation Eby,
and the vontrel logie maithains the sorrect’ operatinr
geqnanes: Firgre < sh dws how thease comments are
iitemongected,

The radiator driver and the arrays are matched ta
50 obras allowing them to be connected with standard
coaxial cable. The dicede switch, with a fowr-pole

double-throw action, permits the four amays to be
multiplexed into a single driver and reeciver, and it
also isolates the receiver durmg the driver pulse. The
eehe receiver consists of an KE sraplifier followed by
a demodulator and a threshold detector. The receiver

gain is electronically swept during each scan to com-
pensate for the signal attenuation wrth range. A range
gate rejects echoes originating outside of the designated
area. Figure 5 shows the demodulator and threshold
detector outputs for a single scan. The signal ai the
senteris the echo from a finger touching the glass.

Hicho timing is performed by a free running counter.
Both wp and down eaunting are required to dighize
seane originating at opposite sides of the inputsurface.
The coordinate grid is considered to have X and ¥
axes coincident with the edges of the usable surface,
the origin being in the lower left corner. Adjustments
on the range gates and counting ciroultry allow the
size and position of the coordinate grid to be varied
slightly to permit registration with the grid of an aa-
saciated display device,

The eoutrol circuitry allows two modes of operation:
a continuous mode and a diserete mode. In the con-

tinuous made, a Data Ready pulse signals the comput-

    

 

 
 

 
Figure 6-—Echo receiver response

Vertieal: Upper 6.5 w/siv., Lower 5.0 v/div.
Horizontal: 25 psec/div,
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A Touch-Sensitive Input Device

L. Sasaki, G. Federkew, W. Buxton,
C. Retterath and Kk. C, Smithl

Structured Sound Synthesis Preject {(SSSP)
Computer Systems Research Group

University of Toronte
Toronto, Ontarioc

Canada
M5S LAL

INTRODUCTION

In computer music systems there is a continuing problem of find-
ing techniques which allow suitable physical gestures to be used
to express musical ideas. This is especially true in perfor-
mance, This situation exists due to a lack of appropriate input
transducers. Conventional computer input devices {such as slid~
ers, joysticks, tablets, and .keybeards} are being used to
increased advantage (for example, Buxton, Reeves, Fedorkow,
Smith, and Baecker, 1980}. However, additional research is
required to design new devices which lend themselves to the arti-
culate expression of musical gestures. The “sequential drum” of
Mathews (Mathews and Abbott, 1981) is one example of work in this
area, fhe proximity sensers used in performance by Chadabe
{1980) and the motion sensers used by Pingarrone (1977) are two
other examples. In the remainder of this paper we discuss yet
another input device which has been developed as part of the
research of the 5S85P, The devices is a touch-sensitive tablet

which is intended to be able te be used as a pointing device, for
adjusting performance parameters, and aS a percussion - like
input device. While the device was designed with music applica~
tions in mind, it is far more general in application.

PUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

The basis of the tablet is a flat surface measuring 30 by 42 com.
The surface is capable of sensing the point of contact of a
finger with a resolution of 64 (thorigentcal) by 32 (vertical)
evenly spaced units. Only one point of contact at a time can be
dealt with. The device measures the capacitance at the point of
contact and calculates a six-bit digit of proportional magnitude.
Since capacitance is determined by the surface area covered at

1, Sasaki is currently with Bell Northern Research, Ottawa,
Canada. Fedorkow is currently with Acme Widget, somewhere in
New England.
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the point of contact, this six-bit digit can be thought of as
analogous to pressure (based on the observation that the harder
you push, the more surface area your finger covers). This 2Z-
value is then transmitted to the host computer, along with the xX
and Y values identifying the position of the point of contact.

IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW

The overall architecture of the device is shown in Figure l.
Here we see that the tablet is made up of four basic modules.

| i |
| Touch- | | | | | | I
i | | | | | | Controller- |
| Sensitive |---->| MPX |------ >| Detector |----- >| Interface |
| | | | | 1 4 | (RS-232) |
| Matrix | | i | | | |
| | 7 | I

| i
—_

“~~ M6800 m

Figure 1. Tablet Block Diagram

The “Youch—Sensitive Matrix" is a printed circuit board etched
with a matrix of vertical (64) and horizontal (32) conductive
strips. At the edges of this array of strips are multiplexers
and capacitance sensors, which are under’ the control of the
microprocessor. Periodically, the microprocessor scans the
entire tablet, reading the capacitance of each strip. The values
obtained are compared to a set of reference values measured and
stored upon start-up. Further processing takes note of strips
which show capacitance increased beyond a threshold. Because a
finger tip invariably covers several adjacent strips in both the
X and Y directions, the controlling software then selects the
point of highest capactance in the largest group of strips as the
point of contact. A point of contact for X and ¥ is computed in
this manner, The sum of excess capacitances for all contacted
strips surrounding the contact point is scaled toa a six bit
number and used to indicate the pressure.

As the final step in each scan of the tablet, data is formatted
and transmitted to the host, using a standard 9600 baud RS-232
serial link. Because of the amount of processing required, the
tablet is scanned only about twenty times per second; this rate

294
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is adequate for tracking hand movements, but it is too slow to be
completely satisfactory as an input device for a percussive
instrument.

The current version has been implemented using 49 integrated cir~
cults. Included in this is a Metorela M6800 microprocesser which
was used to implement the controller-interface module. This was
realized using 1968 bytes of ROM.

EXAMPLES OF USE

To date, the tablet has been used by two programs. The firsr is
& test program to demonstrate its sensing potential. It simply
maps the three coordinates transmitted by the tablet into parame-
ters of an FM sound being generated by the SSSP synthesiger (Bux~-
ton, Fogels, Fedorkow & Sasaki & Smith, 1978). Pressure deter-
mines volume (no contact resules in silence), vertical position
determines pitch, and herigontal pasition controls timbre {by
determining the index of modulation of the FM instrument}. The
mapping is tetally arbitrary. What is impertant is that the dev-
ice can reliably sense pressure, and position ef single points of
contact, aS well as track these parameters as the hand slides
across the surface. In this example we have used the tablet as a
position sensing device, using the absolute values of the coordi-
nates for control purposes.

Our second software effort was to integrate the tablet into the
conduct program (Buxton et al, 1996), which is the main perfor~
mance system of the SSSP. Here the tablet can be used in two
WE YS » First, it can be used as a triggering device. ‘Thus,
striking the tablet can be used to initiate events, whether they
be single notes or scores. As such, the beginnings of a
percussion-like interface is provided. The second use of the
touch-tablet is as an alternative to Sliders or the mouse for

adjusting performance parameters through the control of groups.
In this case the tablet can be used as a motion sensitive device,
where hand motion in the herigontal and vertical domains can be

independently used te increment or decrement the parameters asso-
ciated with a particular group. Alternatively, the magnitude of
the change of parameter values can be made proportional to the
magnitude of the distance of the point of centact from the centre
of the tablet. Again, the control is two dimensional, working in
both the horizontal and vertical domains. Beth methods of greup
centrel "delta modulate*® the parameters associated with the
groups in question. The two techniques have different charac~
teristics, however. The first emulates the function of a "mouse"
and a tracker-ball. The second lends itself well to combination

with the triggering ability of the device. Used in combination,
the tablet can be used to initiate an event, and have the proper-
ties of that event {such as duration, loudness, pitch, spectral
content, ete.) controlled by where the device was hit to cause
the trigger. In se doing, the full potential of the device as a
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percussion instrument is greatly augmented.

CONCLUSIONS

fhe tablet described has clear limitations. First, the posi-
tional resolution is low, and would need to be increased for it
to reach its potential as a general purpose device, It is not
yet good enough, for example, to be used as a drawing device
where préssure controls line thickness. Basing the design on
capacitance sensing is one of the factors in this limited resolu-
tion. This also results in some variability in the pressure sen-
sitivity. Clearly other technologies such as measuring conduc-
tance or optical techniques need to be investigated. Timing is
another area where the resolution suffers. While percussion like
gestures can be used effectively to trigger events, a percussion-
ist would be frustrated by the slight lag in response and the
inter-event time resolution. Such devices in the future must be

designed so that the scanning can be carried out with about 5 ms
of resolution. Transmission from the transducer through to the
synthesis device must be traversed in about 5 ms. Finally, the
most severe limitation is the device's inability to sense and
track more than one point of contact at a time. A “polyphonic"
version of such a tablet, one that can independently sense posi-
tion and pressure for several simultaneous points of contact,
would definately be welcome. However, in spite of these limita-
tions, the tablet functions well in its present application and
bodes well for the future.
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ABSTRACT

Menusare largely formatted in a linear fashion listing
items from the top to bottom of the screen or win-
dow. Pull down menus are a common example of this
format. Bitmapped computer displays, however, al-
low greater freedom in the placement, font, and gen-
eral presentation of menus. A pie menu is a format
where the items are placed along the circumference of
a circle at equal radial distances from the center. Pie
menus gain over traditional linear menus by reducing
target seek time, lowering error rates by fixing the dis-
tance factor and increasing the target size in Fitts’s
Law, minimizing the drift distance after target selec-
tion, and are, in general, subjectively equivalent to the
linear style.

KEYWORDS: menus, user interface, empirical stud-
ies, directional selection

INTRODUCTION

In presenting a list of choices to the user, most com-
puter system designers have been limited, largely by
the available hardware and software, to a linear for-
mat. The items are listed from top to bottom, some-
times with an index numberfor each to the item. Oc-

casionally, the lists are multi-columned, have multiple
items per line, or are even hierarchical (i.e. indented
sub-choices), but for the most part he in a strictly
one dimensional structure. Many of these menus are
static on the display screen or activated from mouse
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Figure 1: A typical linear menu

Shrink

Close

@

Logout

 
Figure 2: A crude pie menu

actions in two formats: pull-down (menu appears at a
fixed label on screen when mouse directed) or pop-up
(menu appears anywhere within a fixed area, occasion-
ally the whole screen) [11]. Some systems have used
the two dimensional nature of the computer display
to the advantage of certain menu applications. Many
flight simulation programs, for example, lay out direc-
tional headings in a typical compass format.

Item placement in menus has been an important re-
search topic for many years. Menu organization is
typically divided into three types [4]: alpha/numeric,
categorical (functional), and random ordering. It is
generally agreed that the performance of subjects (ie.
time to seek a target) with different placement styles
converges with practice [2,10]. Further studies [9] re-
vealed that a functional placement of items is supe-
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tior when the task domain is unambiguous to the user
whereas an alphabetic organization can be useful in
uncertain task descriptions. All of these studies have
concentrated on the linear display format.

Has defaulting to a linear format (Figure 1} made some
menus easier to use? Harder? By changing the menu
format, cam users find the item they seek faster? Is a
particular menu format faster than other formats even
with praclice? What type of formats should be tested?

These are important questions for the designers of many
systems. Software libraries of menu display routines
are widely used as a default by programmers of many
windowsystems and applications. Would it be worth-
while to present iterns in variable formats or perhaps
in another fixed general format like the compass?

A pie menu [7] is a aystern facility for pop-up menus
built into MIT's X windows [5] window management
system, and Sun Microsystem’s NeWS windowsystem
(6) and SanView window system. The pie menu in-
terface supplies a standard Library of functions that
can be used by prograrmmers to format and display
menus in a circular format. The system is written in
© and Forth and currently rums on a Sun Microsys-
tems workstation. Items in the menu are placed at

 
Figure 3: Pie menu activation region

equal radial distances along the circumference of a cir-
cle (Figure 2). The starting cursor position is at the
ceuter of the menu as opposed to being ab the menu
title or firet itera as in traditional pull-down menus.
The cursor is under the contral of a three button op-
tical mouse on @ fixed size moveable pad.

Imaginative menus formats are an inevitable fitiure
with the latest advances in window management sys-
tems. Windowimaging systems using technology from
laser printing protocol standards such as PostScript [1]
and Interpress [12] will make it possible to display a
large variety of non-rectangular shaped windows effec-
tively on a bitmapped display. There are same obvious
advantages to this organization for particular applica-
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tions: compass directions, time, angular degrees, and
diametrically opposed or orthogonal function names
are some groupings of ikerns that seemto fit well imto
the mold of the pie menu design. Alternatively, iterns
with a sequential mature ray not benefit ancl may in
fact auffer from such a format. In addition, ple menus

consume greater screen area and become polynomially
larger than Hnear menus in both height and width with
increased item size and mumber of items.

Distance to and size of the target are important factors
that give pie menus the advantage over traditional lin-
ear menus. Even with linear menu initial cursor place-
ment schernes where the cursor may inilially be tm ihe
middle or at the last item selected, there remain tar-

get items at relatively great distances from the cursor
location. Pie menus enjoy a two fold advantage be-
cause of theic unique design: items are placed at equal
radial distances from the center of the menu and the

user need only move the cursor by a small arnount in
some direction for the systern to recognize the intended
selection. The advantages of decreased distance and
increased target size can be seen as an effect on posi-
tioning time as parameters to Fitts’s Law [3].

 

The distance to an itern in any menu style can be de-
fined as the minimumdistance needed to highlight the
itern as selected. In both menu styles, this is defined
by a region rather than a poimt. This region is typ-
ically of greater area than the actual target (Figure
3). Once the cursor has entered the region, the item
is highlighted as feedback to the user.

Unelasstfied

~T Genter

 

Pirst

  
Table i: Task groupings

EXPERIMENT

introduction and hypothesis

This paper describes a controlled experiment to test
two hypotheses: that pie menus decrease the seek time
and error rates for menu iteras and that pie menus
are especially useful in menu applications suited for a
sireular format, diametrically opposed item sets (e.g,
open/close}, directions (e.g. up/down) or even Hnear
sets of items and conversely linear raenus are useful for
sets of linear items (e.g. one,two,three,ete.}.
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The experiment is 42x38 randomized block design. Each
cell is an element of the cross product of menu and
task type. A typical pie task would be the compass
exaraple because it seems best suited functionally for
pie menus. List of clementa, like OPEN/CLOSEand
UP/DOWN, whose meanings are antonyms are alse
clagsified as pie tasks. Lists, ike numbers, letters and
ordinals, are best suited for linear menus and are thus
classified as Hnear tasks. Groups of menu items that
have no relation to each other fall in the unclassified

category. Table 1 shows an example of the groupings.

There are atotal of 15 menus, a group of 5 for each task
type. Subjects performthe experiment for all cells im
the experiment rnatrix jn random order ia accordance
with a randomized block design [8S]. The subjects see
each of the 15 menus four times, a total of twice in each
menu format.

of 10 menus. Each subject therefore sees a total af
60 menus. Targets are unYformily distributed over the
eight possible terns.

 

Each cell in the experiment consists

 

Pilot study results

A pilot study of 16 subjects showed that users were ap-
proximately 15% faster with the pie menus and that
errors were jess frequent with pie menus. Statistically
sigaificant differences were found for itern seek tim
but not task type. Subjects were split on thei sub-
jective preference of pie and linear menus. Some com-
meoled that they were able to visually isolate an ilem
easier with linear menus and that it was hard to con-

trol the selection in pie menus because of the sensitiv.
ity of the pic menu selection rnechanism. These sub-
jects tended to be the most mouse naive of all whereas

&

 

those who had heard of or seen a mouse/cursor con
trolled systern but had not used one extensively tended
to prefer pie menus.
while findin

The most mouse naive users,
linear menus easier, tended te be bet-

ter at pie menus and commented that with practice,
they would probably be superior and in fact prefer the
pie menus because of their speed and minimization
of hand movement with the mouse. Not surprisingly,

 

therefore, most of those preferring lincar menus did
not have a strong preference on the sealed subjective
guestionnal

 

Subjects

Subjects were volunteers from the University of Mary-
land Psychology Department Subject Pool. All 33
subjects were undergraduate students with little or uo
mouse experience. They were rewarded with 1 extra
credit point for participating.

Materials

As stated, pie menus run on a Sun Microsystems Work-
station as part of an cnhaneed version of MIT’s X win-
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dows system. The screen is a 19-inch bitmapped high
resohution black-and-white display. Cursor locationis
controlled by a three bution optical mouse on a move-
able mousepad made of a specially formattedreflective
roaterial.

Procedures and problems

Some changes were made from the pilot design of the
experiment: a better distribution of menu targets and
doubled number of menu trials, though the total num-
ber of menus remained constant.

The process of selecting items from a pop-up mena,
regardiess of format, can be characierized in three
stages: invocation, browsing, and confirmation. To
make a selection, the user invokes the menu by press-
ing a rouse button (invecetzen}, continues to hold the
mouse button down and moves to an item which is

then highlghted (brows ng) and releases the mouse
bulton confirming the sele

a

lection (confirmation).

The typical sequence of events for a subject is aa fol-
lows:

e The target is displayed to the user in a fixed
text window at the top of the screen. The cursor
associated with the mouse is marked by a small
hash mark “x” on the display screen.

@ The user invokes the menu by pressing and hold-
ing any one of three mouse buttons. The menu
appears with the cursor location unchanged (ex-
cept near screen boundaries where the cursor
must “Jump away” to accomodate the menu}.
The cursor is located in the center or menutitle

region of mle and near menus respectively.

@ With the mouse button still depressed, the user
moves the cursor with the mouse towards the

textual target as indicated. Selections highlight
as the cursor moves into distinct activation re-

gions. As noted, the activations regions for pie
imenus are “pie” shaped sections that extend to
the screen boundaries and are rectangular sec-
tions extending horizontally towards the sereen
boundaries for linear menus.

8 Once selection is made, the user releases the rnouse
button to confirm the selection. The menu dis-

appears from the display screen. ‘The cursor re-
mains at the screen position relative to the selec-
tion location. If the selection is correct, the pro-
ecss begins again with a newtarget and possibly
anew rnenu style. Obherwise, H the selection is
not the requested target, an audible “beep” tone
is heard and the user attempts the task again.

Basically, the cornputer posts the target name at the
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top of the screen, the user urvokes the current menu,
moves to the target item, and confirms the selection
by releasing the mouse button, This sequence, called
a task, is repeated GO times by each subject. Each
subject saw 6 sequences of 10 menus cach. In each ten
menu sequence, the menu type was the same, either
pie or Lnear, and since there are only 5 menus per
task type, each menu appears twice In the sequence.

Task type
Meantrnensu

menus

Using linear :
menus !

Newton | 2) 2H

Table 2: Target seek time {sec} means per cell, menu
type, andtask type

 
Table 3: repeated measures analysis of variance results
for target seek time

The 1G menu sequences correspond to the cells im the
experiment table design. Each subject performed a se-
quence for all 6 cells in random order. 60 data points
are collected per subject. A total of 33 subjects per-
formed the experiment for a total of 1980 data pointa.

 

For each task, the time from the first mouse button
down to the correct target selection is the seek time for
the item. Ifthe user selected the wrong item, the time
is included in this interval. The mumber of errors made
as well as the sub-imterval times when errors are made

is recorded during the expcriment by the system. All
subjects performed the test adequately and no person
failed to finish the assigament.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A repeated measures analysis of variance was performed
on the data. Table 2 shows the means per cell, per row,
and per cohimn. Table 3 displays the repeated rnea-
sures ANOVA results. A Tukey analysis reveals that
there is a statistical significant difference (P < 0.01}
between overall menu type performance and task type
performance in target. seek times. Fie tasks and Hn
ear tasks did not significantly differ from each other,
but both organizations are an improvement over the
unclassified menu tasks. Slight statistical significant
difference (P = 0.075) between cells in the experiment
design is also observed. No other interaction was ab-
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Figure 4: Target location (x) vs.
seconds

seek time (y) in

served to be significant.

The statistically significant difference between menu
ype performance is the central result of this study.

The task type difference reiterates earlier study re-
sults [2,9] that showed that some organization is help-
ful. Furthermore, the slight interaction between menu
types and task types tends to confirrn the hypothesis
that certain task groupings perform well with partic-
ular menu formats. The reason for a lack of atrong
correlation is evident in the lower mean for pie menus
even on linearly grouped tasks.

Figure 4 displays the target Ineation by item plotted
against the mean seektime. The mean scektime acrass
target location for pic menus is fairly constant. As ex
pected for near menus, the mean seck time iacreases
proportionally to the distance of the target from the
imilial cursor location. Analysis of secktime vs. num-
ber of menus seen shows that no strict convergence oc-
curs between the two menu styles, though mean seek-
times did decrease for bath pis and linear menus with
practice,

With error times reraoved from the results (measuring
tame from menu invocation bo first correct choice), the
menu styles compared relatively the sare as the cora-
parison which includes error times because of the error
rates.
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Aw analysis of seek time based on Fittes’s Law T =
Ko + Kloga(D/S + 0.5) where T = time to position
cursor using mouse (seek time}, Ky = constant time
to adjust grasp on mouse, K = constant normaliza-
tion factor (positioning device dependent}, S = size of
target in pirels,, D = distance in sereen pixels, helps
explain our results because the ratio of the distance
{3} to target size (5} is ernaller for ple menus. The
fixed target distance and increased size of targets for
pie menus decreases the mean positioning time as com-
pared with linear menus. In our experiment, the ac-
tivation region for an itern constitutes the target. All
subjects were informed of the fact that their target
was not necessarily the text, but the region containing
the text target item. This was clearly understood by
all participants. The font size for text items in both

25

near

  
20

15

16

1 2 3 4 58 6 7 8
Figure 5: Target location (x) vs. numberof errors {y)
memstyles was the same, yet the target region size
for pie menus (8800 — G000pizels*} was on the order of
2-3 times the size of linear menu activation region sizes
(1000 ~ 2000gieels*)}. The distance from the center of
a ple menu to an activation region is 10 pixels while
the distance in linear menus varied frorn 13-200 pixels.

Figure 5 displays the target location plotted against
the total number of errors across all subjects. Pie and
linear menus seemto suffer froma similar phenomenon
~ errors are made more offen on items in the central
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 Task type

[Pie Unclass. |) Meartunenn | 

 Using linear
MCRUS

Table 4: aamber of errors means per cell, menu type,
and task type (all observations imchiding no errors}

region of the menu display. These are the items with
the most interaction with neighboring iterns [2].

Repeated measure analysis of variance resulis on the
error ratea show marginallystatistically significant dif
ferences CP = 0.087) between pie and linear menus
(Tables 4 and 5}. No other statistically significant dif
ferences were observed.

Subjective results obtained in the pilot study repeated
themselves in the experument. Subjects were split on
preferring one rnenu type over another but those who
preferred linear menus had no strong conviction in this
direction and most agreed that with further practice

 
 
 Menu type |

 “Fask type
Menu type |

x

Task type

 
  
  

‘Table 5: repeated measures analysis of variance results
for number oferrors

they might prefer the pie menu structure. Those who
preferred pie menus generally felt fairly confident ia
their assessment and this is reflectcd in the question-
naires.

One subject complained of having a problem with menu
drift which is the phenomenon which occurs as the re-
sult of the cursor relocating to the relative scrcen lo-
cation of the last selected target. With linear menus,
this tends to “drift” the cursor towards the bottorn of

the screen. This may explain the higher error rate for
lmear menus, but the same problem occurs to a lesser
degree with pie menus. This, in fact, we believe to be
another positive feature of pie menus: the cursor drift
distance is minimized. Most subjects had no problems
coping with drift in either menu style. One area of
further research is measuring the extent and effect of
this problern.

CONCLUSIONS

What does this mean? Should we program pie menus
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inte our biumapped window systems tomorrow and ex-
pect a 15-20% increase in productivity since users can
select. items slightly faster with pie menus. Pie menus
seern promising, but more experiments are needed be-
fore issuing 0 strong recommendation.

First, this experiment only addresses fixed length menus,
in particular, menus consisting of 8 items - ne more,
no jess. Secondly, there remains the problem of in-
creased screen real estate usage, In one trial a subject
complained because the pie menu obscured his view of
the target prompt message. Finally, the questionnaire
showed that the subjects were almost evenly divided
between pie and limear menus in subjective satisfac-
tion. Many found it difficult to “home in on” a par-
ticular item because of the unusual activation region
characteristics of the pie menu.

One sesumption of this study concerns the use of a
mouse/cursor control device and the use of pop-up
style menus {as opposed to menus invoked froma fixed
screen location or permanent menus}, Certainly, pie
menus can and in fact have been incorporated to use
keyed input [7] and fixed “pull-down” style presenta-
tion (the pie mera becomes a semicircle menu). These
variations are areas for further research.

One contimung issue with ple menus is the lant onco

the murnber of items that can be placed in a circu-

 
Figure §: Advanced “pie” menus

lar format before the size of the menu window is im-

practical. Perhaps, like the linuting factors in linear
menus concerning their lengths, pie menus reach a sim-
ilar “breaking point” beyond which other menu styles
would be more useful. Hierarchical organization, ar-
hitrarily shaped windows (Figure 6), numeric item as-
signmnent and other menu refinements as well as further
analysis is contained in [7]. Ple memus offer a novel al-
ternative worthy of further exploration.
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SURIMARY

A 2-4 kbit/s baseband modem is being designed for use at
hi, incorporating modulation/demodulation techniques
that ave matched to those frequencies and the problerns
associated with them. Fed by a continuous serial data
stream, the modulator functions are implemented wholly
by a blt-slice microprocessor, and cantrolled by another
more conventional microprocessor. Analogue output
weavefarmns are generated in a d/a converter, which is
driven by the bit-slice machine. Demadulation is per-
formed in a similar device, using an a/d ingut and giving a
serial output,

*Flectranics Labosatories, University of Kent at Canterbury,
Canterbury, Kent CT}2 7NZ
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i introductions

Over the past ten years, devices for transmission and
reception of data have become more digital in their
réalization. Not only are these devices constracted witb
more digital circuitry, but also signals hitherto
transmitted on analogue schemes have been modulated
digitally. This mode of transmission requires a modem
which will convert the baseband signal into a form
suitable for transmission. Design of modulators/
demodulators which convert between data stroams and

waveforms suitable for specific types of channel has
accelerated in recent years, onc such channel being hf,
radio,

This paper describes a modemof this type, which has
been designed at the University of Kent for use
specifically on voiceband channels at i. and also
discusses methods of realization. The modem is fed by a
serial data streama at 24 kblis per second, which it
modulates into a 3kEHz baseband channel. In the

receiver, afier mixing down to baseband, the second half
of the modem uses the iicoming signal to synchronize,
and demodulates it back into a serial data stream(Fig,
1). The modulation technique employed for this system
is multi-channel four-phase differential p.s.k.,! both with
and without pilot synchronization tones inserted in the
band. Although other modulation schemes are under
consideration to demonstrate the versatility of the
modern, this technique is the one to be used at httrials,

Hf. transmission and reception have special problems
associated with them. This is because h.f. channels are

usually ionospheric and therefore suffer fron riti-path
propagation and both man-made and  satural
interference, properties which can cause unpredictable
loss of data and synchronization. Unless modem
parameters such as data rate or bandwidth are altered,
litthe can be done to prevent loss of data. Loss of
synchronization on the other hand resulis in an
additional increase in data errors which can to some

extent be controlled. Henee synchronization and the
approachfarits implementation have been under careful
scrutiny in the design of the demodulator.

Until quite recently, nearly all modems would have
consisted largely of analogue circuitry with a digital
interface to the data source or sink. Utilizing
microprocessors enables the construction of modems
which are completely digital with pust an analogue
interface to the communication channel. The most

obvious advantage in this case is the increased versatility
of the modem. Whereas before, to change modulation
type would have needed a major reconstruction of the
hardware, the microprocessor realization reduces the
problem to a modification in the program which it
executes,

2 Operation
Ya the modulator, incoming data are packed into bytes
which are used two or four at a Hime to provide sixteen or

G033~7722/81 /G60299 4-03 $1 ,50/0
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Big. 1, Schematic diagram of the modem.
DATA
SOURCE

thirty-iwo channels of parallel information. These
blocks of data are modulated by a repeating real-tirae
programme with period ¢ equal to 1/léth or 1/32nd of
the incoming serial data rate, into sixteen or thirty two
parallel q.d.p.s.k, channels all placed side-by-side in the
3kH2 baseband. Each channel is separated fromits
neighbour by 2/r Hz and is also at a multiple of the
frequency 2/t, In the 16-channel case, eight carriers each
at mmiltiple of the frequency 300Hz arc phase
modulated, carrying two bits of information on cach of
four 90° spaced phases (Fip. 2). in the thirty-two-channel
case, sixteen carriers are modulated at a time, but the
pertod « is doubled too.

The individual carrier signals are generated from sine
fook-up tables, similar to those described in Ref. 2.
These iables are sampled, scaled and summed,
depending on the required frequency and phase, every
1/9600th of a second. 128 samples at each frequency of
the carriers are derived from the tables at the requisite
phases, and sammed io obtain 128 samples for
transmission. Another two or four bytes are taken from
the incoming data stream and used to calculate the new
phases for each carrier, so that the whole cycle may begin
again. The resultant samples are clocked through a d/a
converter to produce the baseband modulated waveform
(Fig. 3).

The demodulator, which has to contend with
synchronization and error decisions, is more complex
than the modulator, (Error decisions consist of
resolving the polanty of incoming data Into its most
likely state, and possibly implementing any error
detection/correction that might have been coded into the
data.) The noise-corrupted incoming signal is sampled

by an a/d converter at 9:6 kbaud. Samples are used in a
synchronization algorithm whichis arranged to provide
the start pulses to a Fast Pourter Transform (PRTy
routine. Quiput from this gives the phase and amplitude
of each carrier, which may be compared with the

AMPLITUD! fi
site

 

ii Ag fn
: Ap 4wt PR wee iy
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 Bly. 2. Amplitude and phase spectrum for mullt-ch
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previous phase and amplitude of the same carrier fo
regenerate the two bits of data,

Consider the sixteen carrier situation,

The incoming data from the a/d converter consist of
amplitudes ofan analooue waveform sampled at discrete
intervals of 1/860Dth of a second. Without noise, this
analogue signal is a gum of sixteen sine wayes of equal
ayaplitudes at four possible discrete phases, At intervals
of 1/32nd of the data rate (ec. 75 Hz) the phase of each
carrier might change by niultiples of 90°, depending on
the bwo new bits of data it carries. Assuming it is highly
probable that at least one of the carriers will change
phase at every discontinuity, it is possible to gain data
synchronization from the phase transitions. An output
from this synchronization is used to keep an F.F.T. in
step with the incoming data, A double 64-point radix-2
F.P.T. routine®’ is applied to each block of 128
samples to produce twa frequency domaim samples for
each carrier frequency. These are averaged and
converted from complex coordinates to amplitude and
phase coordinates from which not only the data may be
determined, but also the rate of fading of the incoming
signal and the frequency/phase shift caused by bf.
interference,

 

4

(Ch Mag
Cad SINE SAMPLES FOR A FREQUENCY ic} RESULTANT SANFLES FROM AGDING

fy ANG PHASE fa) + (b}

Thothpte.
Wea py

id) OUTPUT AFTER OFA AND LOW-PASSFILTERING

$f

 

ib) SINE SAMPLES FOR fof4,

Pig. 3. Example ofsine sample summation for two carriers,

Wore the F.P.T. to take its 128 samples so that a phase
discontinuity boundary was somewhere in the riddle,
the resulting data would be completely useless. In fact
the errors rise fairly quickly with the number of sarnples
at the wrong side of a phase transition, so it is essential
that there is good data synchronization. This requires
acourate data rate recavery from the incoming signal,
which is achieved by a sliding filter algorithm in
association with a local ‘flywheel’ clock. Whether tins
focal clock or the generated synchronization pulses are
used to synchronize the transform depends on the depth
of fade orthe frequency/phaseerror, as ascertained from
previously decoded data blocks.

An additional technique is available for improving
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BIT-SLICE MICROPROCESSORS IN HF, DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS 
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Fig. 4. Modemstructure (block diagrarn},

synchronization, and for minimizing the possibility of
performing an P.F.T. across a discontinuity. This
involves spreading the carrier frequencies out so that
they cover the complete bandwidth ofthe voice channel,
rather than their frequencies being integral multiples of
the data rate. The sampling frequetioy of the receiver js
increased proportionatcly so that it is still an integral
multiple of the carrier frequencies. However, the periad
between phase discontinuities in the transmitted signal
remains a simple fraction of the data rate. Hence the

enod during which the 128 samples are taken for the
F.P.T. is shorter than the time between discontinuities

by approximately 16% for a data rate of 24 kHz in a
3 kHz bandwidth.* This meansthat there is a fairly long
period of time, acress the phase transition, over which
no sarnpies are taken for use in the FLF.T. This is
advantageous for two reasons: (a) to allow a greater
margin for synchronization error before  trans-
discontinuity samples cause errors in the FUELT.
algorithm, and (b} the F.F.T. dees not employ samples
near to the discontinulty where thekHz bandlimiting
causes ’rounding’ of the signal on either side.

3 The Modem Structure
In both the modulator and the demodulator there are

two microprocessors, A slower, one-chip microprocessor
from the 6800 family is used to interface the modem to
the serial data source or smk. ts responsibility is for the
slower dala processing, such as packing the incoming
serial data into bytes and encoding it, some of the
synchronization mechanism in the demodulator, and the
control functions for the fast processor. (Fig. 4)

This fast processor consists of a 2900-series bit-shice
microprocessor to perform the modulation and
demodulation of data, and is connected directly to the
analogue port via its data bus. Its purpose is to convert

tune 1987
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data to samples of summed sine waves at the correct
phases in the modulator, and to perforn the F.FLT. and
clock recovery in the receiver. Since as a
modulator/demodulater i is repeatedly executing a

edicated routine of known duration, there is no need
for macro-coding and a mapping prom. as in the
conventional bit-slice machine.* Hence all programming
ig at the microcode level. Microcode is bootstrapped into
the writable microcode memory on power-up by the
6806 processor, which in turn is fed by a host mainfrarne
computer during microprogram development. Por a
completed portable modem, the bootstrapping is from
€.p.7,.0.m.8 in the 6800’s memory map.

All data/address buses on the bit-slice are (2 bits
wide, together with the a/d, d/a converters, while the
width of the raicropropram word is 64 bits. Pwo-level
pipehmng and parallel hardware stacks, together with
fast data paths and devices isolatedfromslow data buses
by registers allow minimization of processor cycle imes,
The bit-shice machine is connected to the slow processor
by an &-bit bidirectional data register which is directly
addressable in the memory map of cach machine.

 

4 Conclusions

This paper describes a modem which uses only digital
processing to accomplish fts operation. When used for
hf. trials the modem demonstrates the viability of
microprocessor controlled modulation and demodula-
iion. Tt also reveals ifs versatility to be reprogrammed
with case to a completely different modulation scheme.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method for pro-hr precise single ox multi-frequency
£ fox telephone ofilca ringing genera-

tors, tone generators, and general purpose
inverters, by using microprocessors and digi-
tal technology.

Recent technical developrents have pro-
ided engineexs ney toole for generating the

signals used for telephone equipment and for

permitting remote access to the equipment forupervisory and dlagnostic purposes. Figure 4
illustrates a systen in which wlerasontroliars, counters,timers,
Memory (RAM), Analog bo Diaital converters
(A/D), and Digital to Analog Gonverters (O/A}
are combined to produce tone signals, These
signals are then amplified to produce the ce-
quired ringing or tone power.

fhe microcontrolier is programmed with a
mathematical eguatteon to derive timing and
veltage levels for the certgart signal, Thisequation is converted to digital words that
are passed to the fate pots on cf RAM and isconverted ta a di al word that sets a Cimer
controlling the address portion to RAM. The
RAM output is converted to an analicg signal
by the D/A converter. This signal is used by
& power amplifier to condition the siqnal Eor
uge on the telephone lines.

Hy using a Microcontroller, the terms of
the equation (i.e. Exequencies and the volt-
age levels of each Erequency independently}
are ingut as variables, thus giving the user

complete cantrol of tne output signal. TheBUSSE CaN use a Wannal control {such as a kay~
pad/readout} or 4 ranote computer (through an
RS232 port} to change the variables. The
yanae of the signals is determined by the
resolution of the D/A converter and the fre-
quency response of the power amplifler. Be~
cause the Microcontroller is crystal cont-

rolled, txeguency reaponse and accuracy are aunct ion of binary resolution, fhe autputlet is also a function of the binaxy reso-
lution and reference voltage. Mnitiple fxre-
quency tones are generated hy the same meth~
ed. Bince the gvantizing freguency is much
Bigher than the tone Erequencies, simple Low
pass £iltering is used to eliminate unwanted
fxeguencies, Ushng an aff converter, the
output is monitexed, This same signal may be
weed ag a bublt-in dlaqnostic teat,

The eutput of the power amplifier issensed for yoltage and current auteet, Eh bow
Exeqguency applications, tha microcontroller
Can moniter for inductive and capacitive
loads, and make adjustments.

The versatility of the microcontroller
Allows a single design to eever a wide vari~
aty of uses, The power amplifier can custom-
ize the application, Other options such ag
zero crossing interrupting would be undercontrel of the misrecontroller.

Random Acces 
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LNTRORUCTION

Curxentiy Ringing and fone nersconsists ot analeg “jevices such as giila-tors and Linear amplifiers, ox non-‘adjustable
digital oscillators sna bandpass filters te
generate the reguired frequency and wavye-
shages. Some of the more important analog
design consigerations are signal Linearity,
symmetry, freguency stabliity, and tenmpera--
tore variations that effect all of the above.

Frequency is derived from standard os jiaterwizopits, vhich contain resisters, paci~tora, and/or inducters. in adjusting the. fre-
quency, fine tuning is dene with variable

 
  

  vesistors, while more coarse adjustments are
done by eviteching capacitors and/or induc~ters. The frequency selective rompanents used

s

in ringing generators have large values and
are physi cally Large.

Bone of the wore important digital de-~
sign elements are the master clock and count
dovn circuits. fhe use of digital circuits
usually solves the problem of stability and
symmetry bub introduces some f)itering ren
quirements because digital signals sre square
waves which, by definition, ars rich in har-

nies, Propex Eilter design reduces harmen-
hes to the desixed ontput level. Digital f£14-
ters at ringing frequencies contain Large
capacitance and/or inductance values and,
hike the analog sacillaters, are ghysically
large. A resonant transformer may bs used as
a filter bub Lt is physically Large, and can
only work with a single frequency. The £il-
ters fox tones need to have high O values in
order to guppvess the harmonics below the
DEME band ceguivements. In the current tech-
nology, interrupters are not  synchronviged to
the tone vave shapes being interrupted.

Yoday's technology allows the use o£
wherecentrollera toe generate eignais. Micro-
contreliex generate the vequired data and D/A
converters transform the digital words te
analog nals, eliminating the need Eor RO
or b2 oscillators. ALL the rvaquired functions
are executed in firmware which calculates the
sine functions for magnitude and duration of
yail statements necessary ‘ba obtain the fre-
quency. @ince the miergoontroller is driven
by @ arystal oscillates, txaquency stability
can be as good as a standard quarts watch (inshea order of G3%)}. Frequency and voltage
aGjusbnents can be made by xecaloulating
Mickecontrolier data, The user may input the
@ata in wany ways, such ad a key pad, séleo-
tor switches, ex it may be down loaded via a
RS232 computer/meder port

 

 

   

 

 

DIGRTALSYNPHRBIS.

Ringing and tone analog signals are
independent, continuous signals yarying 88 a
function of time, Digital signals are dla-
exate time varying signals. A digital signal -
is @ sequence of nunbars*.
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Bach digital number represehts a time variant The computer asnerated mathematical formula
value of an analcg signal called sampled is turned ints a digitized analeq signal.
data. Saugled data ta a discreta value for a his analog signal has quantized errer terms
sampled time. The following sampled data Chat cause distortion with respect to an
words axe analog signals at different values analog generated signal. t£ the carrech nurm-
in both time and magnitude, Yhis quantized ber of points axe chosen the ervox terms are
signal takes on only those values smecified low. These errer terms contain Kigh frequency

 
signals that are casily Ellteread ont with a
simple bandpass Eilter, This pracess yields a
Signal that is amplified and applied to the

by the quantized levels. The quanbized
differs from the analog signal by. the
of individual points taken during the 
tion of the analeg signal. Yhe more points telephone circuits, . i
taken over s given period of tlwe, the swali- Dial tense and ringback tone are produced
ex axe the errors introduced by the digitiz- by adding together two precise frequency
ing of the signal. tenes. Ringback tones comprise 440 Hz and 480

Ringing and Cones are repetitive, time Ha; dial tones comprise 356 he and 446 Hz. '
varying Signals, making their gathenatical The "Tone Cycle" is defined as follows: with |

/ models quite simple. They lend themselves te ali frequencies starting at zero degrees‘ simple daleulations. Allowing the Micro- phase angle (sera valts and zero current}, a
controller to generate discrets samples of "Fone Cycle® is complete when all the tones \
data over an inteqral number of one ox wore arxive at 3 366° phase angle at the game tine
repetitive “tone cycles", (i.e, zero yolts}. For a single frequency

To convert the wathsmatical numbers to tone, quantized data is calculated for only 

 

an analog signal, a B/A converters is used. one 3607 cyaie, Fox xinghack tone, the come
fts input is a digital word and its output is puted dats includes eleven complete 360°
a voltage level corresponding to that word, eycles of 449 Ha with twelve complete 360°
as each new different word is applied to the cycles of 489 Hz to complete one “Tane Cy-
D/A Converter the outpub waries accordingly, @le", Pox dial tone, the computed data in-
The result is a time varying slanal; but this eludes thizty five complete 760° cyclse of
signal is not continuous because of the quan- 350 He with forky Eour complete 60° cycles
Lived affect. . of 440 He to camplete one "one Cycla*. After
See E£lgoxre a. incrementing and transferring one *Yone Cy-   

cle® to the D/A convexrtex, the Micro
controller resets ta the start of the "Tone

 
sy Cycle” and repeats...

- Gfeoreeennneeeraneccnnnneenceccnneteennanannenaeen Because the error terms in the digital
. i generated dual tones are high frequency, @

lowpass filter will leave only the twe funda-
mental fxeguencies to he linsarly amplified
and distributed to the telephone circuits.
See figure 3.

y
Equation il produces a single sine vave

frequency.technLenebened  
Ayreetintreemaremermerer 

Where e = output siqnal
B= peak aukput voltage

a . @ BeOLSE
Figure 2. tg = quantized time

tg = (i/f3/peints

B12
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Equation 2 produces dual sine wave tones.

  

e * Bstsinf{wakteq}
+ Beatsintwettg); 2}

Where
B. = poak outpot of £2
Sx peak ontput of £
Wa Zep Fe Es
Wa = Zepit*ts

The quantized time is

tg = (L/fs}/poinks

Example:

T£ 514 data points axe choses and a ringing
fxeguency of FOH2 is needed then,

£o= 20Hz

bq = (1/203/512 « S8us.

fa = 1/98B-6 = 16,3Khs,

 
 penneee  

 ==

one "Tons Cycle"

Figure 3

This quantizing Erequency is twice the upper
himit of the DTHF band, Filtexing LO Khe to a
Level of $0 08 below the fundamental can he

done by a typical Chebyshev flites.
BR aimple listing for a single Frequency is asfolicws:

/* GET VARIABLES */
input frequency, £1;
input voltage, Ei;

f* DEFINE CONSTANTS
kwo_pi = 2%&pi %/

twopixé, 283185302;
¢* CBELCULATE VARIABLES %/
CLS{(CL/EL}/BL2) - overhead;
Mise=0;
E = ELS10;
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/*® MALN RS
while (Mioc<=512}

{
/* GET NEXT LOCATON #/

tatl*Nioec;
fe ouTPUT DATA #/

Pls B¥sin(tiwo_pheeitiy;
/* LOAD TIMER &/

FLO = Low(S£CK}}
THO = highOPKOK);
TRO ~ 1;

/* INCREMENT COUNTER */
Miloot4:

/* START TIMER */
while ('8Gs0); SFO = 0;

/* WAIT ¥OR TIMER & RESETS /
33 /* END HATH ¥/

 

The value Li is the time betwean quant~
ized points. 1 ls the sutpuk port attached
to the D/A. Overhead is the time it takes the
nicrocontroller to execute the instructions.

PIGETALSYNTHESIZER

We have now identified one mathematical
approach to produces a single Exequency sig-
nal, One way to implement this in hardware is
to use microcentroliers. The microcontroller
contains timers and BAM. The instructions,
aise veferred to as firmvare, are contained
in 8 ROM connected to the microcentrollerts
data. bus. One data port of the controller is
directiy connected to the B/A converter, and
the D/A converter is connected to the filter,
Bee Ligure 4,

 
  

 

 
dapeb parane

RRGHG / TONE SYNTHESZER *

Figure 4

Installed in Eitmware are the calcals~
tions Eor a normalised sine function and the
normalized timing Eunctions, The input paran-
eters of frequency and output level axe inde-
pendent functions, and are not in the main
loop that generates _t output signal. The

bers are used by the caloulator
portion of the main loop that produces the
output signsl., Frow this, a signal containing
the programmed frequency(s} and output iev-
el{s} is graduced. The frequency is converted
to time and is then loaded ints one of the
wicrocantrollar's timers. The oucput valus is
ealeglated using the D/A paxancters along
with the loss of the filher and the gain of
the output amplifier. .

whe fismvare then takes the first noxr-
malized value from the sine calculation and
algebraically adds the value of the program~
med output voltage, sets the timer and passes
this valua to the D/A for conversion to out~
put analog signal. The next step in the se-
guehce, increments the count and repeats the
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function. The repeated functions are pak on
the data bus when time tl has elapsed. fo
insure tl is strictly adhered ts, the timer
will interrupt the controller at the end of
its programmed time. fhe analog value is zere
and Che address counter is reset te sera when
the count reaches it's. limit; then the cycle
vepeats until the controller is yvaeseat ov
powexed down.

Muith tones may be generated by algebra~
Leally adding two computed sine Eunctions to-
gether and passing the data to aA single D/A
converter, A&A gsacond methsd is to us Lwo
independently generated sine fune and
pass the individual data te two A/D convert~
exs, then sum the analog signals. This method
requires the nee of separate timers to keeptcack of the individual times of «each sing
function.

 

 

QUEPUTVALUES

The full scale yalue of a typical D/A is
plas and minus five volts. In binary, the
plus full scale for the G/A is L2RLLLLLL (YE
in hex) and the minus full scale is oga0ga0G
(09 in hex). Phe firmware must convert the
value in he h28th (Eixyst peak value of the
sing} lovation to FP {hex}. The same conver~
sion value is then used fer each of the 512
Sine values as they are t6 be loaded inte theAfb.

 

Resolution is the function of the number
SE parallel data bits used by the D/A con
verter, Pox example, Lf an @ Bil D/A convert-
ex is used, the resolution is 1/256 tlwes the
full scale value. JE the analog Full scale
value cf the D/A converter is Sv then the
cesolution is equal te 8/256 ox 19.5 milli-
Volts. This is the smallest value of change
allowed for this signal. The xasolution is
approximately 8.4%. By using a larger input
DYA (1.8, 12 bits) the resolution is lovered
to approximately 0.03%. The Siaital word for
gach analog value is calculated using equa-tLon 3.

 

 

Vos NFR {3}
where

Yo outpuk volts
No» number af steps
B® = xesolution ta volts

lf the Sr and amplifier have a combined
gain of unity, the input parameters are the
only multipliers,

 

Example:

To generate a 2.5v rws stgnal at the antput
of the @ bik G/A converter,

Roe 5/255 = 19,.53mnv

NeV/R = 3,54/.0195 = Be

182 decimal is B6(hex}

Thus on the 28th count the DYA is te he
loaded whith B6 Chex}.
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Filtering is necessary because the sut<-
put of the D/A converter still contains the
quantizing Erequency. A quantizing filter is
& low gass filter with high anough value of @
to allow the desized signals to pass unat-
tenuated, Ent attenvate the quantized Ere-
quancy to @ value at least 508 Db below the
Fundamental. A two or three stage Chebyshev
filter is all that is required Lf the quan-
tiaing frequency is separated by two or three
oxdexrs of magnitude,

The resulting signal is then treated a
a standard ansileg signal and may be amplifie
Dy many means, such aS a linear amplifier.

w

FEATURES 
 

With a miccocontxclier calculating and
generating the data for each step and count,
it is possible to start and stop the signal
ona data boundary (tygically sere velts}. Tr
ks also possible to modify lhe frequency and
the outpuk level by modifying data words,
this allews for stable non-compenent depen-
dent signals. Lf a host computer is connected
to the genevator it is possible fer the
microcontroller ty colle operating data and
diagnostic Gata (such as Load peaks with
respect to the time of day and active operat-
ing data}. ith the use oi a battery backed
up cieck, the time cf unscheduled interrup-
fien { failures etc,} may be legyed, and the
hosh ceo ex may be used to trouble sheot
the faulty equipment. Modems make Lt possible
Eoxr remote sites to, be monitored and data ta
Be Logged.

An interrupter can be included in the
Same package by adding appropriate hardware,
and dxiving i by microcontrollers. Since

ckacontecllers ave controlling both ringinggenezvater and C tex as well as the
interrupter, ih can synchronize them fer zera
voltage ang zero urgent interruptions. Be-~
fore the interrupter makes ox breaka the
signal, the microcontroller will £irst allow
the output signal to finish {its cycle ta
sere, then shut off the generator allowing
Che output voltage and current to go to zera.
after waiting for transhent setbling, ik
opens or Closes the intexxupting relay, Aftex
the relay switching time has elapsed, the
coutroller xestarts the generater at zero
phase angle and sera wolts. A non-currant
breaking interruption has taken place.

 

   
 

 

  

 

 

   
 

  

 

SQNCEUSTONS

Bigital to analog technology is aow a
maturye process and is supplemented with many
pre-packaged Giecuits. The combining of func-
tions withid packages and the small physical
sizes of the packages make them a viable

dution to exist yequirements., As’ the
ge of these cea K packages hecomes more

widespread, the prices xeduce, and the vax la~-
tions Increase. This gives today's designer a
broad spectrum of idese to ose from to make
the telephone equipment more compatible with
the presant day technology.

REFSRENCES

x. Lawrence &. Rabiner and Bernard Gold,
“Sheoxy and Application of Digital Sig-
nai Processing", Preantice-Hali, Inc.
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Capacitive impedance Readout Tactile mage Sensor

BR, A. Boie

Bell Laboratorics
Murray Hill, Newfersey 07974

   
 
 

al forces to representative
sh structure. The top layer

compliant metal strips over a central elastic dielectric
sheet. The bottom layer is a flexible printed circuit board with rows of
metal strips and multiplexing circuits. Electrically, the sensor is a
capacitar array formed by the tow and column orossings with the
middle layer functioning as a dielectric spring. A readout af the
capacitor values corresponds te a sampled tactile Image.

 

 The reasons for choosing this transduction method, the performance
advantages of capacitive sensing and the design and integration of 64
element imagers into the fingers of a controlled compliance gripper
are described.

i, INTROBUCTION

& review of touch or tactile sensor technology is given by Basmon!!).
Several sensor designs, including the one reported here, are based on
measuring the thickness of an elastic layer compressed by the applied
force. Resistive readout sensors of this class use conductive ing
and obiain the pressure map by cross layer resistance m easurement!*,
The method is inherently non Sinear and the materials exhibit poor
elastic properties including hysteresis.

   
 

Cross layer capacitive impedance sensing is more favorable in many
s. The elastic materials uced not be modified and desirable

 
Capacitive sensing is demonstrated ta have marked advantage in
terms of signal to noise ratio and measurement speed, The idea of
force distribution sensing by capacitive readout and a study of suitable
elastic/dielectric materials are presented in a comprehensive paper by
Nicol, The main contributions here are the development of a
relationship for noise limited force resolution, Ulustrating the inherent
performance of the sensing methad, and the development of an
appropriate robutic sensor.

 

 
  

 

2. CAPACTTIVE SENSING

Figure J ffustrates an exploded. view of a sample robotic touch sensor.
The topmost laver is a compliant glove that contacts objects and
transmits via its slash ast the contacting force distribution to
the clasticfdielectric layer below. The lower layer is here showa
tigidly supporced by the printed circuit board. © and
dielectric layer can be viewed as two springs in series under
compression where the force information is obtained by measuring the
displacement of the dielectric spring. The mechanical point-spread
function of the glove can be narrowed, H desired, by suttably
segmenting the glove material.
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Orthogonal sets of conductive strips are arranged on he upper and
lower surfaces of the elastic layer. A sampling of the layer thickness
map is obtained by measuring the array of capacitors formed by the
crossing areas, A,,,of row and calumn strips. The strip widths and
spacing along w any po force spreading in the structure
determine the spatial sampling and resolution. The tne required to
maeasure all capacitors determines the temporal sampling. The rf.
source, Fycostwgt} is connected to the lowerset of sirips via analog
multiplexer "I". The omultiplexer “]” connects pads to the amplifier
input node. The pads are capacitively coupled to the upper strips via

n inactive regi élastic/dielectric layer. This contactless
arrangement, duc to Milles is an important consikuction feature of
this method. Cross talk signals are reduced by connecting the
unselected strips and pads to ground potential, Por each pair of
multiplexer addresses J} the rf. source voltage is connected through
the capacitance CG) of strip i to strip j to the input node of the
amplifier, (The strip to pad capacitance is arranged to be sufficiently
large.) The output signal of the amplifier, V, Gj, is related to the
strip to strip capacitance by,

 
 

 troy  
 

 
 

 

 
 tay cup .

VGDank, ~s ALcos wy! O}A

where C,, is the capacitance in feedback. CG) is related to the
localized layer thickness change. by,

 
where A is the strips crossing area, K is the relative disiectric

usiant, é& is the permittivity of vacuum, dy is the unleaded layer
thickness. The local sampled force is described by the relationship.

FUP -a&x«Gp Gh

where A is the dicloctric/clastic layer spring constant.

The applied force is linearly related to measures of the reciprocal
erasing capaciiances with a constraint of fixed layer constants. Each
crossing capacitance, independent of the shunt dicleciric Joss and
series sw resistances, is measured im tura by phase sen
detection during the interval T),, between sequential address advances,

 

   
  

 Figure 2 illustrates the measurement method. The signal, ¥, 43.4), is
multiphed by the amplitude Rmited rf drive and integrated over the
measurement interval, J). The time, 7), is synchronous with and
has duration of m cycles of the rf drive. The integrator output is
sampled and ceset and the multiplexers address advanced at the end
of cach interval.
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The sampled output is related to the strip i to strip jo cr
capacitance by,

 

cot
PU) oe Vs m C, 4)

The force inforriation is related io reciprocals of offset corrected
capacitance measurements. Two direct reading readout methods were
considered and may prave practical for some sensor designs. A

conceptually mple method requires only the circuit focation
interchange of Gp and Cy. All else remaining thesame,
the output provides a measurement of the crossing capacitive
impedance. The impedance is nearly related to the displacement
and, via the elastic constant, the force, This method requires a high
performance input amplifter. The central difficulty is the large loop
gain required for linear measurement response over 3 wide dynamic
Tange. A more robust method is descrited in a paper an capacitive
distance measurement!

 

 
 

 
 

3. NOISE, RESOLUTION AND DOYNAMIEC RANGE
 

Capacitive sensing of mechanical displacements is in most applications
the method ef choice. The low noise ~ high bandwidth properties of
the methad are well Known, but Httle practiced. The method has th
virtues of a parametric measurement, that is, the output signal is

 

 proportional to the displacement times the drive signal. Capacitors
are non dissipative clemenis and sc generate no noise. Capaciive
sensing has not faired well in the robotics literature io date where it is
described as inappropriate because of noise’®), This misconception
most likely results from confusing man-made interference, which can
be reduced to negligible levels by proper shielding and connection,
with intrinsic noise related fo the basic nature of the detection
process.

 

Figures 3 inustrate the equivalent clreuiis used for the performance
analysis, Here a simpler receiver and filter are used to better
ilhustrate the performance relationship. Figure 3a ihustrates the strip
crossing capacitance measurement. The rf. drive or pump voltage,
Fy, is connected to the input node of amplifier, A, via the crossing
impedance. The peak output level of the filler with bandwidth AS
and center frequency wa is the measure of the crossing capacitance
and thereby the displacement of the diclectric/elastic and the force,

The diagram of Fig. 3b includes the significant parasitic circuit
clements and the amplifier noise sources referred to its input. The
resistances, K,, and R,;, represent the multiplesers “on" resistances
that appear as uncorrelated series nolse sources. The resistor ROD
represents the dielectric loss, a parallel source. The generators 2, and
i, are the input equivalent series and parallel noise sources of the
amplifier. The capacitors Cp, C, and C,,, represent the parasitic
elements of the sensor, wiring strays and the amplifier input,
respectively, The nelse sources and parasitic elements may be
combined into equivalent noise resistances R, and RK, and total shunt
capacitance (yp, without foss of generality as shown in Fig. 3c.

The signal to noise relationship is developed in terms of the thickness
change dx of the dielectric at a measured crossing. The differential
jgnal output of the filter for a small displacement is;

 Cc 2
iV, =p 2% (5)

Cp Ba

where the displacement is described in relationship @). A sensor
array formed of N * N strips has parasitic capacitance Cp, whichis
by inspection of Fig. 4a proportional to the strip length.

Cp © N Cg 6)
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37k

The stray capacitances are net intrinsic to the design and can in
practice be made relatively small. The sensar represents a capacitive
source to the amplifier. The signal to noise raria is optimized if the

amplifier input clement is physically sealed, while preservingits gain
bandwidth product, so that C,,, and Cp have the same valu”, “The
relationship for the optimized configuration is;

 

  
By ay. é

é¥, = y — F
aN dy

where @ is excess capacitance scaling constant. The signal improves 
linearly with the pump magnitude and degrades by the square root of
the total number of array elements.

The mean square output signal of the uncorrelated series and paralfel
sources ray be expressed as,

 

oo nma 
The frst term in braces is due to the parallel source. The series term
is usually dominant at the measurement frequencies and values of
interest, The measurement bandwidth Af is not of direct interest,
more importantisthe array or frame rate F. That being the case the
rms noise limited displacement resolution for a fully multiplexed
sensor readout is given by,

 
 

 
oAomaN | ARTRE | @)
ay l Wp |

where o, is the rans. displacement uncertainty. The term in braces
represents the ratio of the series noise to the drive voltages. A

conservative value of 1K Ohm for &,, 2 drive of 10 velts and a
framing rate 108 Hz yields a ratio value of 4 * 107". This translates
into a wide available dynamic range that may in turn be
advantageously traded for relaxed layer requirements. Increasing the
spring constant A and thereby restricting the total fractional
excursion, may help in reducing force dependent effects in the layer
constants A and K.

 
  

 

4. TACTELE DMAGING FINCERS

An 8% § element tactile imager and its finger are shown in Fig. 4.
The U shaped flexible circuit board is shown in the lower right of the
photograph. The base of the U is the active region. The eight long
strips are the driven elements and the eight short strips are the signal
coupling pads. The short arm of the U supports the drive circuitry.
The other supports the eight amplifiers, one for cach pad, and the
output multiplex: The photograph also shows the finger structure
and the assembly of the U shaped touch sensor band-aid on the rebot
finger. A view of the instrumented gripper is shown in Fig. 5. The
Jow loss and backdriveable robet gripper mechanismwas developed te

support altrasonic eye in the hand ranging and tactile imaging Engers
with independent and variable gripping impedance!® The ul

ranging systemandthe gripper contral sSyeten are described elsewhere
in these proceedings im papers by M Her!! and Brown!Pressures
up to 50,000 dynes/cm™ are sensed using a two thickness nylon
stocking mesh clasticfdielectric Jayer. Bach capacitor of ihe 64
slement array is measured in turn by phase sensitive detection over
eight cycles of a 203 KHz vf. drive for a 390 iz frame rate. Figures
6b and 6c show photographs of touch sensor raw data, V,(,/)}, in
response to touching a I/d inch diameter ball. Figure 6a shows the
zero force offset image. The position directions “I” and "P" are
indicated. Bach of the 8 X 8 square areas shown correspond to strip
crossings areas of 2.5 mm * 2.5 mm. The displacemem out of the
picture corresponds ts increasing capacitance, CGD, aad thereby
sampled force, PU). Figures Ja and 7b show touch images for the
lead ends of an $ pin dual in Hine package.
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5, DISCUSSION

Capacitive sensing provides a robust and simple method af tactile
imaging. The construction is straight forward ard uses well behaved
materials and catalog electronics. Structurally, the sensors are thin
and conformable and are easily scaled. Static as well as dynamic
images are sensed with a Hmear response. The temporal sampling can
be sade short relative to the mechanical response times of the robot
system, The array readout need not be fully multiplexed, all rows
mav be measured during the time cach column strip is driven. The
spatial resolution is fundamentally Hmited only by strip Hehography.
If warranted, 3 32% 32 elements finger mounted single chip
subsystem with composite video like output could be developed using
current technology.
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Exploded view of a sample 6 X 6 element robotic touch
sensor Hlustrating the layering and contactless construction.
The force distribution is obtaincd by measurement of the
cross dielectric/elastic layer capacitance.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the touch sensor control and phasesensitive receiver.
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Fig. wa A view of the instrumented 2
 
ipper feeling a fim container.
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Fig. Photographs of touch sensor raw data display showing zero
force offset image and two views of touching a 1/4”
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Fig. 7 Two wews of touch data for lead ends of an sight pin dual
in line package.
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Clive Thompson on The Breakthrough Myth | Magazine
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Tech peaple love stories about breakthrough
innovations—-gadgets or technologies that emer
suddenly and take over, like the iPhone or Twitter.
Indeed, there’s a whois industry of pundits,
investors, and websites trying feverishly to predict
the Next New Big Thir
breakinroughs are inherently surprising, s
speciai genius io spat one coming.

  
s «x SEREENBREE coosx SATS SSPFS
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. The assumption is that 
 i lakesoy

Gut fhat’s not howinnovation really works. if you
ask Bit Buxton. 4 pioneer

Hlustration: Dev Gupta who is now & princizal researcher af Mic

  Af COMOUTEF grap
 

 

 
thinks paradigai-o:

ay fying there, close at hand. “Anything that’s going to have an impact over
g lo be a billion-dollar indusiry--tias always already been around for 10

inventions are casy to see
ecoming because they're a
the next decade---that’s go
years,” he says.

 

Buxion calls

slowly, easing gradually into view,
this the “long nose” theory of innovation: Big ideas poke their noses into the world very

 

Can th

on the iPhone. it seemed "ke a bolt out of the blue. but as Buxton notes, computer designer Myron
ed the pinch gesture on his experimental Video Place system in 1983. Other engineers

is actually be true? Buxton paints to exhibit 4, the pinch-and-zoom Gesture that Appleintroduced
 

Krueger pinnes
beganexperimenting with it, and companies like Wacom introduced tableis that let designers use a pen
and a puck simultansousty to mani images onscrean. By the time the iPhone rolled around, “pinch”

nderstood coneept.

 

  
was @ robust, well-u

A more recent example is the Microsoii Kinect. Sure, the idea of controling software just by waving your
body seams wid and new. But as Buxton says, enginsers have long been perfecting motion-sensing for
alarm systems and for automatic dcers in gracery stores. We've been controfling sofiware w
bodies for years, just ina diferent domain

  

  

 
 This is why truly bilfon-dollar breakthrough ideas have what Buxton calls surprising obviousness, They

 fget ai once fresh and familiar. H's this combination thal lets a newgizmo iske off quickly and dominate.

The iPhone was designed by Apole engincers whe had learned plenty from successes and failures in the
PUA markel, including, of course, their own ill-tated Newton. Gy the time they added those pinch

 

 
gestures, they'd made the obvious freshly surprising.

if you wani fo spot the next thing, Buxton argues, you just need to go “proscecting and mining’—locking
3 that are already successful in one Teld so you can bring them fe another, Buxton

particularly recommends prospecting the musical world, because musicians invent gadgets and
interfaces that are robust and sturdy yet creatively cool-—lke guitar peclals. When a team led by Buxton
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Clive Thompson on The Breakthrough Myth | Magazine

develwry
(

 
ped the interface for Maya, a 3-D design tool, he heavily plundered music harchware and software,

There's normal spec, there's military spec, and there’s rock spec,” he jokes.)

 it's sc easy fo spy the future, what are Buxicn’s predictions? thinks tablet computers. per-T it's so easy fo spy the future, what are Buxion’s predictions? He thinks tablet computers. per
e-ink are Q

tested for 20 years now, and they're finally ready. 
  

  ing to dominate the next decade. Those inventions have

 is, [have a prediction of ry own. | bet electric vehicles are going to become 

5. Battery techndloHectic bioy y has been improving for decades, and the pianet  
is urbariz The nose is already pal out Electric bikes are incredibly coputar in China and

nin the US among lakesuldelivery peaple, who haul ihern inside their shops eact
icated rewiring of the grid necessary.) | predict

 ing rapt:
HECOMING con

  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 night to plug themin. (Pennies per charge, and no cor

a design firm wil introduce the iPhone of gieciria bikes and whoa! Il seer revoiulionary!

  But itwon't be. Evolution trumos revalution, and things happen slowly. The nose knows.

Xd this. aie aE 

  
Real-lime updating is enabled.
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~ Shorperbike
ss

| believe the iPhone of efecivic bikes is already on the markeand it is calied the VeloMini foir
alectric bike. iis everything the Segway should have been as a transportation vehicie 42 mi
and hour for 10 miles out pedaling) and you can purchase 7 for the price of a Segway, fold
therm up ancl put thers all in a smatl SUY Two will fit in the trunk of a Prius. They come in Pod

 
  

 
 

colors and are used by students, commuters, seniors, as well as boat, RY and private plane
 

Owners.
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Pretace

The health of the computer science field and related disciplines has
been an enduring concern of the National Research Council’s Computer
Science and Telecommuinications Board (CSTB). From its first reports in
the late 1980s, CSTB has examined the nature, conduct, scope, and direc-
tions of the research that drives innovation in informationtechnology.

Ironically, the success of the industries that produce informationtech-
nology CT) has cattsed confusion about the roles of government and
academia in IT research. And it does not help that research in cormputer
science-—-especially researchrelating to software-—is hard for many people
outside the field to understand. This synthesis report draws onseveral
CSTB reports, published over the course of the past decade, to explain the
what and whyof IT research. It was developed by members of the board,
drawing on CSTB’s body of work and oninsights and experience from
their own careers.

This synthesis is kept brief in order to highlight key points. It is
paired with a set of excerpts from previous reports, choseneither for their
explanation of relevant history or for their compelling development of
core arguments and principles.

David D. Clark, Chair

Computer Science and
Telecommunications Board
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Summary and Recommendations

Progress in information technolegy (IT) has been remarkable, but the
best truly is yet to come: the power of IT as a Auman enabler is just begin-
nine to be realized. Whether the nation builds on this momentum or
plateaus prematurely depends on today’s decisions about fundamental
research in computer science (CS) andthe related flelds behindIT.

The Computer Science and Telecommunications Board (CSTB) has
often been asked to examine howinnovation occurs in IT, what the mast

promising research directions are, and what impacts such innovation
might have on society. Consistent themes emerge from CSTB studies,
notwithstanding changes in information technologyitself, in the [T-pro-
ducing sector, and in the U.S. university system, a key player in ITre-
search.

in this synthesis report, based largely on the eight CSTE reports enu-
merated below, CSTB highlights these themes and updates some of the
data that support them. Muchof the material is drawnfrom (1) the 1999
CSTE report Funding a Revolution: Government Support for Computing Re-
search,’ written by both professional historians and computer scientists to
ensure its objectivity, and (2) Making ITBetter: Expanding Information Tech-

  
 

ional Research Council. 1999,

arch. National Academy Press,
lComputer Science and Telecommunications Board, N

Funding a Revolution: Government Support for Computing Res
Washington, D.C.
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2 INNOVATION IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

nology Research to Meet Society’s Needs, the 2000 CSTB report that focuses
on long-term goals tor maintaining the vitality of IT research. Manyof
the themes achieved prominence in (3} the 1995 CSTB report Evolving the
High Performance Conputing and Communications Initiative to Support the
Nation's information Infrastructure’ known informally as the Brooks-
Sutherland report. Other reports contributing to this synthesis include
(4) Computing the Future: A Broader Agenda for Computer Science and Engi-
neering (1992)? (5) Building a Workforce for the Information Economy (2001),°
(6) Academic Careers im Experimental Conmputer Science and Engineering
(1994),° (7) Embedded, Everywhere: A Research Agenda for Networked Systems
of Embedded Computers (2001),’ and (8) More Than Screen Deep: Toward
Every-Citizen Interfaces te the Nation’s Information Infrastructure 1997).8 In
the text that follows, these reports are cited by numberas listed, for easy
reference, in Box 1.

Here are the most important themes from CSTB’s studies of innova-
tion in IT:

« The results of research
@ America’s interational leadership in [T—leadership thatis vital

to the nation—springs from a deep tradition of research (1,3/4).
a The unanticipated results of research are often as important as

the anticipated results—for example, electronic mail and instant messag-
ing were by-products of research in the 1960s that was aimed at makingit

2Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council. 2000.
Making IT Better: Expanding information Technology Research to Meet Society's Needs. National
Academy Press, Washington, D.C.

3Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council. 1995,
Evolving the High Performance Computing and Communications Initiative to Support the Nation’s
Information Infrastructure. National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.

4Computer Science and Telecom: cations Board, National Research Council. 1992.
Computing the Future: A Broader Agenda for Computer Science and Engineering. National Acad-

emy Press, Washington, D.C,
"Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council. 2001.

Building a Workforce for the Information Economy. National Academy Press, Washington,
PAC.

SComputer Science and Telecomraunications Board., National Research Council. 1994.
Academic Careers in Experimental Computer Science and Engineering. National Academy Press,
Washington, D.C,

FComputer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council. 2001,
Embedded, Everywhere: A Research Agenda for Networked Systems of Embedded Computers. Na-
tional AcademyPress, Washington, DAC.

®Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council. 1997.
More Than Screen Deep: Toward Every-Citizen Interfaces to the Nation's Information Infrastruc-
ture. National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.
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GesSUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

BOA 4

Reference Numbers for Key CSTR Titles Cited in This Report

Aielersnce Hille

Nations Information infrastructure (S94

NOTE: Complete citations for thess tenons apnear in footnotes 1 through € inc ihis “Suramary
and: Recammencdations sector:

 
Nuober

ee Fuadiog a Revalulion, Govermmen! Suppor for Carnpulag
Pesearch (1899)

(2) Making IT Better Expanding information Technology Research to
Meet Societys Needs (2000) i

{3} Evolving the High Perornnance Comouting and Communications
indiative to Suppant the Nation's Infornation Intrastnucture (1995)

ie} Computing the future: A Groader Soendas for Computer Science
and Engineenng (1992) i

(5) Suiting a Workforce for the farormation Boanomy (2001) i

{5} Acadenic Careers in Expenmental Computer Science and

Engineering (1994)

ee Embedoed, Evenwhercs: A Research Agenda for Networked
Systeme of Embedded Computers (2004)

{@) iMore Than Screen Deep: Joward Everiizer interiaces fo Ihe

possible to share expensive computing resources among multiple simul-
taneous interactive users (1,3),

# The interaction of research ideas multiplies their impact—tor
example, concurrent research programs targeted at integrated circuit
design, computer graphics, networking, and workstation-based comput-
ing stronglyreinforced and amplified one another (1-4).

« Research as a partnership
@ The success of the IT research enterprise reflects a complex part-

nership among government, industry, and universities (1-8).
# The federal government has had and will continue to have an

essential role in sponsoring fundamental research in Ti—largely univer-
sity-based-—because it does what industry does not and cannot do (1-8).
industrial and governmental investments in research reflect different
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4 INNOVATION IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

motivations, resulting in differences in style, focus, and time horizon
(1-3,7,8).

# Companies have little incentive to invest significantlyin activi-
ties whose benefits will spread quickly to their rivals (1.3.7). Fundamen-
tal researchoftenfalls into this category. By contrast, the vast majority of
corporate research and development (R&D) addresses product and
process development (1,2,4).

# Government funding for research has leveraged the effective
decision making of visionary program managers and program office
directors fromthe research community, empowering themto take risks in
designing programs and selecting grantees (1,3). Government sponscr-
ship of research especially in uriversities also helps te develop the IT
talent used byindustry, universities, and other parts of the economy (1-5).

@ The economic payoff of research
# Past returns on fecleral investments in IT research have been

extraordinaryfor both U.S. society and the U.S. econorny(1,3). The trans-
formative effects of IT growas innovations build on one another and as
user know-how compounds. Priming that pump for tomorrowis today’s
challenge.

a When companies create products using the ideas and workforce
that result from federally sponsored research, they repay the nation in
jobs, tax revenues, productivity increases, and world leaclership (1,3,5).

The themes highlighted above underlie two recurring and overarching
recommendations evident in the eight CSTB reports cited:

Recommendation 1 The federal government should continue to
boost funding levels for fundamental information technology research,
commensurate with the growing scape of research challenges (2-4,6-8). Tt
should ensure that the major funding agencies, especially the National
Science Foundation and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
have strong and sustained programs for computing and communications
researchthat are broad in scope and independentof anyspecialinitiatives
that might divert resources trom broadly based basic research (2,3).

Recommendation 2 The government should continue to maintain
the special qualities of federal IT research support, ensuring that it comple-
ments industrial research and development in emphasis, duration, and
scale (1-4,6).

This report addresses the ways that past successes can guide federal
funding policy to sustain the IT revolution and its contributions to other
fields.
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Innovation in Information Technology

UNIVERSITIES, INDUSTRY, AND GOVERNMENT: A COMPLEX
PARTNERSHIP YIELDING INNOVATION AND LEADERSHIP

Figure 1 illustrates some of the many cases in which fundamental
research in IT, conducted in industry and universities, led 10 to 15 years
later to the introduction of entirely new product categories that became
billion-dollar industries. It also illustrates the complex interplay between
industry, universities, and government. The flow of ideas and people—
the interaction between university research, industry research, and prod-
uct developrment—is amply evident.

Figure 1 updates Figure 4.1 from the 2002 CSTB report Information
Technology Research, Innovation, and E-Government.’ The originally pub-
lished figure* produced an extraordinary response: it was used in presen-—7

tations to Congress and ta administration decision makers, and it was

hComputer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council. 2002.
Information Technology Research, innovation, and E-Government. National Acaderny Press,
Washington, D.C.

*Knowninformally as the “tire-tracks chart” because of its appearance, the figure was
first published in Evolving the High Performance Computing and Communic
Support the Nation’s Information Infrastructure (3; p. 2).

 tions Initiative to

BRvo
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FIGURE 1 Examples of government-sponsored IT research and development in
the creation of commercial products and industries. Federally sponsored research
lies at the heart of many of today’s multibilHion-dollar information technology
industries-industries that are transforming our lives and driving our economy.
Ideas and people flow in complex patterns. The interactior: of research leas
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maultiples their ettect. The result is that the United States is the world leader in
this critical arena. Although the figure reflects input from many individuals at
raultiple points in time, ensuring readability required making judgments about
the examples to present, which should be seen as illustrative rather than exhaus-
tive. SOURCE: 2002 update by the Computer Science and Telecommnmications
Board of a figure (Figure ES.) originally published in Coraputer Science and
Telecommunications Board, National Research Council, 1995, Evolving the Higha

Performance Computing and Communications Initiative to Support the Nation's Infor-
mation Infrastructure, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.
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& INNOVATIONIN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

discussed broadly in the research community. Although IT commercial
success leads some policy makers to assume that industry 4is self-suffi-
cient, the tire-tracks chart underscores how muchindustrybuilds on gov-
ernment-funded university research, sometimes throughlong incubation
periods (1,3),

Figure 1 also illustrates—-although sketchily—the interdependencies
of research advances in various subfields. There is a complex research
ecology at work, in which concurrent advances in multiple subfields—in
particular within computer science but extending into other fields, too,
from electrical engineering to psychology—-are mutually reinforcing: they
stimulate anc enable one another?

One of the most important messages of Figure 1 is the long, unpre-
dictable incubation period—requiring steady work and funding—be-
tween initial exploration and commercial deployment (1,3). Starting a
project that requires considerable time often seems risky, but the payott
from successes justifies backing researchers who have vision. It is often
not clear which aspect of an early-stage research project will be the most
important; fundamental research produces a range of ideas, and later
developers select from among them as needs emerge. Sometimes the
utility of ideas is evident well after they have been generated. For ex-
ample, some early workin artificial intelligence has achieved unantici-
pated applicability in computer games, some of which are now being
investigated for decision support and other professional uses as well as
recreation.

it is important to remember that real-world requirements can change
quickly, Although the end of the Cold War was interpreted by some as
lessening the need for research,4 September 11, 2001, underscored re-
search needs in several areas: system security and robustness, automatic
natural language translation, data integration, image processing, and
biosensors, among others—areas in which technical problems are diffi-
cult to begin with, and may becorne harder when technology must be
designed to both meet homeland security needs and protect civil liber-

 

The idea that researchin [T not only builds in part on research in physics, mathematics,
electrical engineering, psychology, and other fields but also strongly influences them is
consistent with what Donald Stokes has characterized in his four-part taxonomy as
“Pasteur’s Quadrant” research: use- or application-inspired hasic research that pursues
fundamental understanding (such as Louis Pasteur’s research on the biological bases of
fecoventation and disease). See the discussion on pp. 26-29 in the 2000 CSTB report Making
IT Better (3, and see Donald EB. Stokes, 1997, Pasteur’s Quadrant: Basic Science and Tech-
nological Innovation, Brookings Institution Press, Washington, D.C.

4Linda R. Cohen and| Roger G. Noll. 1994. “Privatizing Public Research,” Scientific
American 27103): 72-77,
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INNOVATION IN INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY 9

ties? Without fundamental research, the cupboard is bare whenthereis
a sudden need for ideas to reduce to practice.

THE ESSENTIAL ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Federally sponsored research played a critical role in creating the
enabling technologies for eachof the billion-dollar market segments illus-
trated in Figure l—and for many others as well. The government role
coevolved with IT industries: its organization and emphases changed to
focus on capabilities not ready for commiercialization and on new needs
that emerged as commercial capabilities grew, both moving targets (1).
As this coevolution shows, successful technology development relies on
flexibility in the conduct of research and in the structure of industry.

Most often, this federal investment took the form of prants or con-
tracts awarded to university researchers by the Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA) and/or the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF}—althougha shifting mix of other funding agencies has been
involved, reflecting changes in the missions of these agencies and their
needs for IT (1,3). For example, the Department of Energy (DOE), the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the mili-
tary services have supported high-performance computing, networking,
human-computer interaction, and other kinds of research.®

Whyhas federal support been so effective in stimulating innovation
in computing? As discussed below, manyfactors have been important.

1. Federally funded programs have supported long-term researcit info fun-
damental aspects of computing, whose widespread practical benefits typically
take years fo realize (1).

“Long-term” research refers to a long time horizon for the research
effort and for its impact to be realized. Examples of innovations that
required long-term research include speech recognition, packet radio,
computer graphics, and internetworking. In everycase illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, the time from first concept to successful market is measured in

n

“See Computer Science and Telecommumications Board, National Research Council. 2003.
Information Technology for Counterterrorism: Immediate Actions and Future Possibilities. Na-
tional Academies Press, Washington, D.C.

Sin addition to research funding, complementary activities have been undertaken by
other agencies, such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology, which oftena

brings together people from universities and industry on issues relating to standardsset-  
ting and measurement.&
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10 INNOVATION IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

decades (see Box 2}——a contrast to the more incremental innovations that

are publicized as evidence of the rapid pace of IT innovation.
Work on speech recognition, for example, which beganin earnest in

the early 1970s, took until 1997 to generate a successful product for en-
abling personal computers to recognize continucus speech (8). Work on
packet radio also dates from the 1970s, and its realization in commercial
ad hoc mobile networking also began in the late 1990s.7 Fundamental
algorithms for shading three-dimensional graphics images, which were
developed with federal funding in the 1960s, sawlimited use on high-
performance machines until they entered consumer products in the 1990s;
today these algorithms are used in a range of products inthe health care,
entertainment, and defense industries. The research programs behind
these innovations not only were long-term but also were broad enough to
accommodate within a single programthe development of those unan-
ticipated results that have in many cases provided the most significant
outcomes of a project.

The benefits of a long time horizon, combined with program breadth,
extend to today’s challenges. This point was emphasized in CSTB’s 1997
report on usability, More Than Screen Deep (8), which explained(at p. 192):

Federal initiatives that emphasize long-termgoals beyond the horizon
of most commercial efforts and that maythus entail added risk have the
potential to move the whole information technologyenterprise into new
modes of thinking and to stimulate discovery of new technologies for
the coming century.

Because of unanticipated results anc synergies, the exact course of
fundamental research cannot be planned in advance, and its progress
cannot be measured precisely inthe short term. Even projects that appear
to have failed or whose results do not seern to have immediate utility
often make significant contributions to later technology development or
achieve other objectives not originally envisioned. A striking example is
the field of number theory (1): for hundreds of years a branch of pure
mathematics without applications, it is now the basis for the public-key
cryptographythat unclerlies the security of electronic commerce.

a

"Simla rly, commercial developments in broadband cellular radio Qwhich has become
essentially wireless Internet access in third-generation wireless) are built in part on many
decades of federally supported research into Code Division Multiple Access technology,
signal processing for antenna arrays, error-correction coding, and so on.
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BOR 2

The Role of Federal Support for Fundamental Research in iT

CSTRs 1995 report Evolhing the High Penornance Computing and Commuar
calians inivalive jo Sucoort ine Nation's information inirastruciure (2) examined

the payoll from saveral decades of lederal investment in iT reasearch. Among the
conclusions of thal regan are thase:

t

t

t

t

* Research has Kepl paying off aver a lang period.
* The payoll from research takes smeAs Figure [i shows, ableast 10 years, i

more often 15, elapse between inilial research on a maior new Idea and coramer
cial success. This is Stil true in spite of today's shorter oroduct cycies,

» Unexpected resus are ofien Hie most impariant Electronic mall ond ine
“windows” interface are only bvo examples...

* Research stimulates communication and intesaction. ideas How back and

forth betwaan research programs and development effaris and between academia
apd industry fond between research programs with diferent foci inal are proceen- i
ino concurrently], i

*®  Plesoarch inains people, who sian companies or form & pool of trained per-
sonnel thal existing companies can draw on lo enter new roarkels quickly: i

* Doing research invelves taking risks. Not all public research programs have i
sucocesded or led io clear outcomes even after many years. But the record of
actomblishmenis sucdesis thal covermmen! invesiment in computing and commu-
nicalions researcn has been highly productive | i

t

t

t

iGomputer Science and Telecammiunications Board, Nadorial Receaarch: Counsil 7965.
evclving the: hloh Pernrwmance Tamouting and Communications inivative to: Susgand the Na-
Hons ternnation infastusiure:: National Academy press, WashingtonDaoong Beas

 
2. The interplay of government-funded and industry research has been an

important factor in IT commercialization (1-8).

The examples in Figure 1 showthe interplay between government-
funded research and industry research and development. In somecases,
such as reduced-instruction-set computing (RISC) processors, the initial
ideas care fromindustry, but the research that was essential to advanc-
ing these ideas came from government funding to universities. RISC was
conceived at IBM, but it was not commercialized until DARPA funded

additional research at the University of California at Berkeley and at
Stanford University as part of its Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit
(VLSD program of the late 1970s and early 1980s (1,3). The VLSE program
alse supported university research that gave rise to such companies as
Synopsys, Cadence, and Mentor, which have acquired dozens of smaller
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companies that started as spinoffs of DARPA-funded® university re-
search; such research has also pushed the proverbial envelope in algo-
rithms and user interfaces. The more than $3 billion electronic design
automation industryis an essential enabler to other parts of FT.

Similarly, IBM pioneered the concept of relational databases (its Sys-
tem R project) but did not commercialize the technology. NSP-sponsored
researchat the University of California at Berkeley brought this technol-
ogyto the point at which it was commercialized by several start-up com-
panies and then by more established database companies Gncluding IBM)
(1,3). In other cases, such as timesharing, the initial ideas came from the
university community, and subsequent industry research, while signiti-
cart for a time, was not sustained. In none of the examples in Figure 1 did
industry alone provide the necessary research.

3. There is a complex interleaving offundamental research and focused de-
velopment (1-3).

In the case of integrated circult (VLSD designtools, research innova-
tion led to products and then to major inclustrial markets. A still-unfold-
ing example is the theoretical research that yielded the algorithms behind
the Web-content management technology underlying Akamai. In the
case of relational databases, the introduction of products stimulated new
fundamental research questions, leading to a new generation of products

with capabilities vastly greater than those of their predecessors. Thepurpose of publicly funded researchis to advance knowledge and to
solve hard problems. Theexploitation of that knowledge and those solu-
tions in products is fundamentally important, but the form it takes is
often unprecictable, as is the impact on future research (see Box3).

4, Federal support for research has tended to complement, rather than pre-
empt, industry investments in research.

The IT sector invests an enormous amount each year in R&D. It is

critical to understand, however, that the vast majority of corporate R&D
has always been focused on product and process development(2). This is
what shareholders (or other investors) demand. {tis harder for corpora-
tions to justify funding long-term, fundamental research. Economists

In some cases, the Semiconductor Research Corporation provided the finding. For
onal information, see the Web site <http://www.sre.org/member/about/

history.asp>. Accessed June 2, 2003.

 

 
AseAQ
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BOX Ss (
The Feehnological Underoinnings of Electronic Commerce

Electronic commerce is becoming pervasive. |i is changing many aspects of
ouriives, from: the way we shon to ihe way we oolain goverment services,

The organizations end individusis thal expt électronic: commerce ernpicy i
commercial tools from companies such as Microsofl and Gracie. They may not
ining of themselves as the beneticiaries of faderal inveastinenis in university-based i
iT resenrch-—-Gid ney are. Nearly avery key technological companen! underlying
e@lactronic conimerce Has bear shaoed by ins invesimenl For example:

* the Intemnet-Defense Advancad Reseurch Projects Agency (DARPA) in-
vestments in ine 1960s and 1970s were followed by Netiong! Science Foundation i
NSF) invesiments in the 1980s and early 1Oo0s, with research (supported by
mullipie agencies) continuing io this day (1).

» Web browsers—Mosaic, the tiret browser wilh & graphical user interlace,
was invented al the NSF-suppcrtad National Center for Supercomputer Apoiica-
Hons al the University of Winols (1). i

®  Puble-kev civelegrapny for secure credit card transactions-—-NSP spon-

sored universily-hased rasourch in the 1970s thal supporied this innovation (1). i
*9Back-end datobase ano transaction processing svsteme-—NSF and DARPA

supporied key reasearch on relational databases ancl transaction processing sys-

fame at ihe University of California al Berkeley, University of Wisconsin, and else-
where, beginning in ihe eary 1900s and conkinuing to this day 1).

*® Search angines-—Search engines drewoul of federally supported universily i
research programs, such as the ranking algonihrn work at Stanford University nat
contnbuied to Gooule: ine WebCrawler and Metalrawler grew oul of work al tne i
University af Washington:

But ihe development is nol compieie: 8 rarige of technical challeriges sill exist,

along wih challenges for IMPOVING the i) belwean ine technologies and the oe:
RHavier and neads of the pacple who use than (2.8). i

SQURCES: Pleces af inis history ate recounted in the previously sited CSTR reports (1-8)
and in OSCB's sernes ol recons onihe Iniemel loward a National esearch Neon (1388), i
Fisalizing the information Future: The internet and Beyand (1990), The Unorediciable Canain-

he dofernation infastucture Jrngough 2000 (1996). the listeners Coming of Age (20013. ane i
Broadband: Briggirig Home the Bis 2002). all published by the National Asadamy Press,
Washirgion, LLC.

 
have articulated the concept of “appropriability” to express the extent to
which the results of an investment can be captured bythe investor, as
opposed to being available to all players in the market. The results of
long-term, fundamental research are hard to appropriate for several rea-
sons: they tend to be published openly and thus to become generally
known; they tend to have broad value; the most important maybe unpre-
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dictable in advance; and they become knownwell ahead of the momentof
realization as a product, so that many parties have the opportunity to
incorporate the results into their thinking. In contrast, incremental re-
searchand product development can be performed in a waythat is more
appropriable: it can be done under wraps, and it can be moved into the
marketplace more quickly and predictably.

Although individual industrial players may find it hard to justify
research that is weakly appropriable, it is the properrole of the federal
government to support this sort of endeavor (1,3). When companies cre-
ate successful new prociucts using the ideas and workforce that result
fromfederally sponsored research, they repay the nation handsomelyin
jobs, tax revenues, productivity increases, and world leadership (1,3).
Long-term research often has great benefits for the IT sector as a whole,
although no particular company can be sure of reaping most of these
benefits.

Appropriability helps to explain why the companies that have tended
to provide the greatest support for fundamental research are large com-
panies that enjoy dominant positions in their market (1).AT&T and IBM,
for example, have historically made significant investments in fundamen-
tal research. Anything that advances IT as a whole benefits the dominant
players-—-they may be capable of reapingasignificant proportion of the
returns on their research investments. As IT industries became more

competitive, however, even these firms beganto link their research more
closely with corporate objectives and prociuct development activities.”
Oneof them (AT&T) has radically cut back its research effort. This process
began with a government proceeding that resulted in the splitting up of
functions formerly aggreeated under “Ma Bell” and continued with the
growth and contraction of a set of industry research and development
endeavors (AT&T Research, Lucent Technologies, Agere Systems, and
Bellcore [now Telcorcdia}) where once there was the monolithic Bell
Laboratories.'?

Several of the companies that have recently emerged as dominant in
their sectors, such as Intel and Microsoft, have increased their support for
fundamental research. However, many other successful companies with
large market shares (e.g., Cisco, Dell, Oracle} have chosen not to invest in
fundamental research to anysignificant extent. And even at Microsoft,
just as atAT&T and IBMbeforeit, the investment in fundamental research

wy
°Slizabeth Corcoran, 1994, “The Changing Role of U.S. Corporate Research Labs,” Re-

search-Technolegy Management S7(4):14-20; Peter Coy, 1993, “R&D Seoreboard: In the Labs,f Spend Less, Get More,” Business Week, fine 28, pp. 102-124.
CSTB launched a studyof the future of telecommunications R&Di

 

 

   

 
 
 

in 2008.
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represents a relatively small proportion of overall corporate R&D. In
2002, Microsoft invested roughly $5 billion in R&D, but the company’s
fundamental research arm is small enoughto suggest that 95 percent of
Microsoft’s R&Dinvestment is product-related.

Start-ups represent the other end of the spectrum. A hallenark of U.S.
entrepreneurship, start-ups and start-up financing promote flexibility in
industry structure and industry management. Theyhavefacilitated the
development of high-risk products as well as an iconoclastic, risk-taking
attitude among more traditional companies and managers in the IT busi-
ness. Bui they do not engage im research (2). Thus, the wave of Internet-
related and other ITstart-ups of the 1990s is notable for two reasons: first,
these start-ups attracted some researchers away from universities and
research, and second, notwithstanding the popular labeling of those start-
ups as “high-tech,” they applied the fruits of past researchrather than
generating more. Start-ups illustrate the critical role of government fund-
ing in building the foundations for Innovative commercial investments.

THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER OF

FEDERALLY SUPPORTED RESEARCH

The most important characteristic of successful government research
activities is their breadth of scope—both in their long time dimension and
in their focus on activities that are potentially difficult to appropriate
privately in their entirety. Two specific topic areas that illustrate these
principics are large-scale IT systems and social applications of IT. Grow-
ing capabilities and broadening use of IT in the 1990s motivated CSTB
recommendations for greatly Increased tecleral support in these twocat-
egories (2) (see Boxes 4 and 5).

Prospects for progress in social applications—however difficult—are
one reason for confidence that IT will improve as a human enabler. The
beginnings evident in all of these areas are but crude indicators of what
research may make possible.

An example of particular currency is that of cybersecurity. Stimu-
lated by the events of September 11, CSTR issued the report Cybersecurity
Today and Tomorrow: Pay Now or Pay Later, in early 2002. The report sum-
marized the findings of seven CSTR reports issued over the preceding
decade that had cybersecurity as a principal theme. Cybersecurity Today
and Tomorrow concludes with the following paragraph:

Research and development on informatior systems security should be
construed broadiy te include R&D on defensive technology (including
both underlying technologies and architectural issues}, organizational
and sociological dimensions of such security, forensic and recoverytools,
arid best policies and practices. Given the failure of the market to ad-
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BOX 4

Detining Large-Scale Systems and Social Applications
of information Technoloay

Large-scale systems are 17 systems that contain many dhousanes, millions,
Biliens, or iiioms or more) Interacting hariware and software components. Thay
lend ta be helerogenecus—in thet thay are cornposed of many diferand types of
componenis--and highly cables because tne interactions among the campo-
nenis ans: numerous, veried, and complicated. Thay alsa tend jo span muliole
organizations (or elamenis of oraanizations) and have changing configurations.
Over time, the largest |7 systams have become ever larder and more camplex,

and albany given paint in time, systems of a cerlain Scele and completly are nol
feasible or economical to design with ecusting methodologies.

Soelal applications of {7 sere groups of people in shared activiies: The most
sirarghifonward Gf these apniications wnprave ihe afleciivaness of gecanaphically
disparsad groups of people who are collaborating on some task Ina shared con-
fext, More sophisticated apolications may supsor the operations of a business or
the funchorning clan entire economy) systems tor e-commerce are an example.
Gharactensic of social applications of fT is the embedding of IT into a large orga-
nigational or social sysiern to form 6 “sociolechnical system in which people and
technology inleract lo achieve a common ourose—even ff thal ourbose is not

obviously social. such as efficient operation af a maniulacturng line Qvnich ip a
conmnction of lechnological aulomalion and human workers) of rapid and decisive
battlefield manacement which is a conjunction of commend-and-contro! technalie
ay and the judament and expertise of commanders), Social applications of 1T—
especially those supporting organizational and societal missions-—tend lo be large-
scale and coniples mixing technical and noniachnical design and operational
eloments and involving often-difficull social and molicy lesues such as those relat:
6d to orivacy and access.

SGURGE: Raprntes from Computer Science and Tslacommunications: Board, National
Research Counell: 2000. Making IT Better Pxnancding information Technology Reasearch to
Mec Society's Negas.: Nallanal Academy Press, Washingten outs ps3:

dress security challenges adequately, zovernment support for such re-
searchis especially inyportant.*+

CSTB’s 2001 study on networked systems of embedded computers
(7) sounds a similar theme(at p. 9}:

{T]he committee (compased of people from bath academia and indus-
try) believes that while some of the questions raised in this report may

computer Science and Telecorn ications Board, National Research Council. 2002.
Cybersecurity Today and Tomorrow: Pay Nowor Pay Later. National Acaderny Press, Washing-
ton, D.C., pp. 14-15.
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BOX S

Research on the Social Applications of
information Technology

Riesearch on ine socis! applicalions of information technology 11) combines

work In (achinioal disciplines, such eas commuting and communicalons, wih re-
search in ine social sciences io undersiand how people. orcanizations, and TT

sysiems can be combined to most effectively perionm 4 set of tasks. Such re-
search can address e range of issues related io 1 systems, as demonstrated by
the examples below 2.”

* Novel acivilties and sills in organimatonal, ecanomic, and social siruc:
iues-—Vunst wil people do fat wark, in schon), al play, In goverment and so on)
when computers can sea and hear better lhan people can?’ Haw wil activilies and
organizations change when robotic technologyis widespread and cheap? How will

individuals and organizational activities change when surveillarice vie |) becomes
elfactively universal? New technologies will affect ail kinds of peopis in many ways,
and they hold particular promise for inise with special situations ar canabities,
because thaywill give therm broader access to social and economic activiies.

s Electronic carnmunities—-How can UT syslarns be best designed to tacililale
ine communication end coordination of graups of people working foward @ com-
mon goal? Progress requires an understanding of the sociology and dynamics of
groups of users. as well as of tne tasks they wish to perform. Psychologists and
sociologisis could offer insight for the conceaplualization and refinement of thase
social apolications, and lechnolocists could mole thar technolouival aspects.

*  Elsciranic commerce—How can buyers and sellers be bes! brought togeth-

er io coriduct business transactions on the intemiel? Whal kinds af secunty tech-
nmologias will provide adequate assurances al the idantiies of both parties and
protect the conficientiality of their ansactions wilhaut imposing unnecessary cur
dens on eliher? Haw will electronic commerce affect the compeiiive advaniade of
fidns, (ey business stratedies, anc Ihe siructure of industries (e.g. their horzon-
ialband vertical linkagess? Such wark renulres the insight of economisis, arganiza-
Honal ineorists, buriness stratecisis, and osycholocisis who understand consumer
behavior, as well as of technologists,

*  Ontical infrastruciures—How can IT be beller embedded inio the nalians

transpomation, eneroy, financial telscommunications, and other infrastructures to
rake them miore efficient anc effective without making inem less reliable or more

prone to human error? For example, how can an alr traffic control sysiem be de-
signed to provicte controllers with sullicien! information to make cnlical Genisions
without ovenvheiming then with Gala? Such work requires the insight of cognitive
psychologisis and experts in air tatfic control, as well as of technologists.

* Complesitv-—-How can ine beneliis of 1T be brought to the citeenry without
ine exnincding completly charocteristic of professional uses of 1b? Alnouah mel
works, Computers, anid sollware canbe assembledand configured by orofexsion-
als to support ins Mission-cniical computing needs of large organizations, the tech-

nigues thal make this possible are inadequale far infarmation applloncas designed
for the home. cer, ar individual, Research is needed lo sime|lily and aulomate

CONEAUSS
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SOx §
Continued

t

t

sysiem contiguralion, change, and repair, Such research will reauire imeaight from
fechnolonists cognitive psycholodisisand thase skillerl in user Interface cGesian. i

t

t

t

SOURCE: Reprinted fram: Computer Science and: Telesammuniontions Board. National
Research Cound: 200: VMexing Le Better: Expanding iformatios Tecnnotagy Research tp
Mast Societs Needs. National Academy Prass, Washington DiC 0 pool:

 

be answeredwithout a concerted, publicly fundedresearch agenda, leav-
ing this work solely to the private sector raises a numberof troubling
possibilities. Of great concernis that individual commercial incentives
will fail to bring about work on problems that have a larger scope and
that are subject to externalities: interoperability, safety, upgradability,
and soon. Moreover, a lack of government funding will slow down the
sharing of the research, since the commercial concerns doing the re-
search tend to keep the research private to retain their cornpetitive ad-
vantage. The creation of an open research community within which
results and progress are shared is vital to making significant progress in
this arena.

Another example of the distinctive role that federal funding can play
in computing research comes from two recent CSTB studies of the Internet.
The 2001 report The Infernet’s Coming of Age examined the role of the
government in funding research that leads to open standards, exempli-
fied by the work that defined the Internet. One of the Internet’s hallmarks
has been its openness. Proprietary research can enhance a particular
product, but researchleading to open standards can. create a new market-
place for products. Each companythat is an Internet “player” will be
tempted to diverge from the common standard Uf it looks possible to
capture a large portion of it--we have seen this during the past decade in
protocols for transport, electronic mail, instant messaging, and manyother
areas (see Box 6), However, a common, oper standard maximizes overall
social welfare as a result of the network externalities obtained trom the

larger market. Wheneffective openstandards are made available, they
can be attractive in the marketplace and may win out over proprietary
ones. The report notes:

The government's role in supporting open staridards for the Internet has
not been, and should nat be, to directly set or influence standards, Rath-
er, its role should be to provide funding fox the networking research
community, which has led to both irmovative networking ideas as well
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BOX &

The Origins of Electronic Mail and Instant Messaging

The invention of imesharing sysiems inthe 1860s not only contributed impor
tant tachnival develoomenis in hardware, software, and system sacuriy bul also
provided the environment thal lect io the develonnmient of the most useful and wide-
spread of popular applications namisiy, e-mall and instant messaging (1).

Jimesharing allowed concurrent mullipie usevs to share the power of a comput
er which provided a fresh way for collaegues to inleracl By 19/0, programmers
in federally funded research laboratories had developed both asynchronous elec-
tronic mail and facilities for real-time inieraction Delween users, in research oper-
obing sysiems such as Panex Mullesand CallGs:

Thee soudalities-——now widely known as semnel and instant messaging—
proved so poweltul hat hey have soread far and wide wiih the availabilty of low-

cost personal computers, public networking, and cllent-server computing. These
eopular and visible tools, as wellas all of ine cther farms of collaboralve comput:
ino, have: truly transformed our work ano cur lives They owe their origins to the
funding of [Tf research by ine Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and
the Nalional Science Foundation (13),

  
as specific technologies that can be translated inte new apen stan-dards.

dsA 2002 report, Broadband: Bringing Home the Bits, outlines an evenbroader role for federally funded search to enable openness in
infrastructural systems:

Support research and development on access technologies, especially
targeting the needs of nonincumbent plavers and other areas that are
not targets of stable, private sector funding.... [One target area is]
technologies that foster the accommodation of multiple competitive ser-

vice providers over facilities. Such open aecess-ready systems might notbe a natural research and development target of large incumbent pro-

viders but will be the preferred form for a variety of public sector or
public-private deployments.19

Broadband: Bringing Home the Bits notes that feclerally funded research
can cornplement the more proprietary-oriented industry approaches to
innovation, whether in communications architecture or content. It also

 

 “ompute nee and Telecommunications Boarc a sone! esea Council 2001.Ro ter Se d Tel tions Board, Nat Res coh Council, 2001The internet's Coming of Age. National AcademyPress, Washir “f 8.Meummputer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Neweasch Council, 2002,
Broadband: Bringing Homethe Bits. National Academy Press, Washington, D.C, p. 40.

   a
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calis for the support of research on economic, social, and regulatoryfac-
tors relating to broadband technologies—nontechnical factors that inter-
act with the design and deployment of broadband.

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL R&D

Much of the government-funded research in IT has been carried out
at universities.4 Federal support has constituted roughly 70 percent of
total university research funding in computer science and electrical engi-
neering since 1976 (2). Among the many benefits of federally funded
university research, the generation of new knowledge is only one (see
Box 7).

Strong research institutions are recognized as being arnong the most
critical success factors in high-tech economic development(3). In com-
puting, electronics, selecommunications, and biotechnology, evidence of
the correlation abounds—in Boston (Harvard University and the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology); Research Triangle Park (Duke Univer-
sity, the University of North Carolina, and North Carolina State Univer-
sity); New Jersey (Princeton University, Rutgers University, and New
York City-based Columbia University}; Austin (the University of Texas);
southern California (the University of California at San Diego, the Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles, the California Institute of Technol-
ogy, and the University of Southern California); northern California (the
University of California at Berkeley, the University of California at San
Francisco, and Stanford University); and Seattle (the University of Wash-

ington).
In addition to creating ideas and companies, universities often im-

port forefront technologies to their regions (e.g., the nationwide expan-
sion ofARPANETin the 1970s and of NSFnet in the 1980s, andthe con-

tinuation of those efforts through the private Internet2 activities in the
1990s and early 2000s). Universities also serve as powerful magnets for
companies seeking to relocate. These contributions are not reflected in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 also does not capture the most important productof univer-
sities: people. The American research university is unique in the degree
to whichit integrates research with eclucation—both undergraduate and
graduate education. Not only do graduating students serve to staff in-
dustry (5,6), but theyalso are byfur the most effective vehicle for teckmol-

The concentration of research in universities is particularly true for computerscience
research; industry played an important role in telecommunications research before the
breakup of AT&T and the original Bell Labs.
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SOX?

The Diverse Benetis of University Research

Universities have a number of imponant characteristics inal contribute to their
SUCCESS as engines of innovation. Among ther are the following:

s Universities can focus on foog-ienn research. Focusing on jong-ieri re-
search is (ie special role of universiies—one that 17 companies cannoli be expect
ed ic filto ony siumificantextent (1-3). Amevion's {7 cornpanias are extraonmlinarly
sdeot at improving curren! products. but the track record is at best mixed on the
invention and adoption of “disruptive technologies,” and corporaia research in iy

Has been becoming mors applied (2).
@ Universities provide a neutral ground for collaboration. Universities encour

age movement and collaboration arnaong faculy through leave and sabbatical pot
igies thal allow professors to Visd indusiry, government, and olher universily de-
parimenis or labormbones. Thase uniquely valuable components of the H&D
structure in ihe United States are not generally oresent in industry. Universities
aiso provide siles al which researchers front compelling companies can come to-
geiner to explore lecnnical issues. Al the sarne tinie inal indusiry people share
inelr wiedorn end experience with university resmarchers, they have ihe onportunk
ty to learn from one anciner (2.5).

* Universities integrate ressarch and education. \iniversities provide a forurs
for educating the skilled 17 workers of the fulure (5). The prasence cl research
activilles in an educational setting creates very pawerul syneriy (2.4). TP isa
rapidly changing flele. Many ofthe specific facts and techniques thal a stucient
igarms become obsolete early in his or ber career. The educational foundation for
continuous leaming—-‘keeping up wath the fisid!---is a crucial component of tT ec-
ucation (8). Students. even beginning underraduates, net that education nol anly
in the classroom, bul also by serving as apprentices on leading-edge research
projacis, where knowlenoe is haing discoverad, ral rear frame hook. Cltannew
ideas are a by-producl of what goes an in ihe clossroont:an atlempl lo explain
the solutions to emercing problems, teachers offen desoen their own Uunderstand-

ing, while discovering inieresiing research questions whose answers are as yel
unknown. Additionally, students are the most pawerlul vehicle lor technology
twansfer not only fram university lo Indusiry bul also between university laboratie
yles and depaniments, through the hiring of pasidoctoral researchers and assistant
Orolessors (3).

s Universities are inherently mulidisciminary. Unwarsily rasearonars ara well
situated to draw on experts from a variety of aiher felds (2). There are offen
cultural barriers to cross-cisciplinarny collaboralion, bul physical proximily and col-

jegial values go a long way in enabling collaboration. The muuliidisciolinary nadure
of universities is of historic and orawing imporiance to computer science, which
interfaces with so many other fields.

* Universities are “open.” This charactarisie of universities, which is true
both lendly and figuratively, can pay enormous unanticipated dividends, Chance
INSTACHGNS IA an open environment can change the works for exanricie whan
Microsoft founders Paul Allen and Bill Gates were students at Seattles Lakeside

School in the early 19/0s, they were exoased to compuling and computer science
al ihe Univerily al Washingten and & university spinal campany, Computer Gen-
for Gorporauon.

21
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ogy transfer (see Box 7). Federal support for university research drives
this process (1-6). In top university computer sclence programs, over half
of all graduate students receive financial support from the federal gov-
ernment, mostly in the form of research assistantships. In addition, most
of the funding for research equipment—thatis, research infrastructure—
comes from federal agencies. Industry also contributes significantly to
equipment but is usually attracted by existing research excellence and
collaborations. Thus, by placing infrastructure in universities, the federal
government directly and indirectly makes possible hands-on learning ex-
periences for countless young engineers and scientists, as well as enabling
university researchers to continue thelr work (1-6).

HALLMARKS OF FEDERALLY SPONSORED IT RESEARCH

As discussed below, the hallmarks of federaily sponsored IT research
include scale, diversity, vision, and flexibility.

1. Federal programs have been effective in supporting the construction of
large-scale systems and testbeds that have motivated research and demonstrated
the feasibility of new technological approaches (1-3).

Some research challenges are too large and require too much research
infrastructure to be carried out by small, local research groups (6). In IT
research, as in other areas of scientific investigation, federal programs
have played an important roie in stimulating and supporting large-scale
efforts. DARPA’s decision to construct a packet-switched network (called
the ARPANET) fo link computers af its manycontractor sites prompted
diverse, high-impact research on networking protocols, the design of
packet switches androuters, software structures for managing large net-
works (such as the Domain Name System), and applications (such as
remote log-in, file transfer, and ultimately the Web). Moreover, by con-
structing a successful system, DARPA demonstrated the value of large-
scale packet-switched networks, motivating subsequent deployment of
other networks—such as the NSP’s NSFnet, which ultimately served as
the foundation of the Internet--and also a series of high-speed network-
ing testbeds (1,3).

Much of the success of major system-building efforts derives from
their ability to bring together large groups of researchers from universi-
ties and industry that develop a common vocabulary, share ideas, and
create a critical mass of people who subsequently extendthe technology
(2,6).
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2. Computing research has benefited from diverse modes of research spon-wv i

sored bydifferent federal agencies (1-3).

Funding for research in computing has been provicled by various
federal agencies—most notably DARPA and NSF, but also including other
parts of the Department of Defense (DOD) besides DARPA, and other
federal agencies such as NASA, DOE, and the National Institutes of Health
(NIH; in particular through the National Library of Medicine), Comple-
riontary investments have supported technologytranster to industry(e.g.,
activities of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, or NIST).
Funding agencies have continually evolvedin order to matchtheir struc-
tures better to the needs of the research and policy-making communities
(1). (See Box 8.)

In supporting research, these agencies pursue different objectives and
employ different mechanisms. In contrast to NST, for example—which
has a mandate to support a very broad research agenda—“mission agen-
cies” tend to focus on topics that appear to have the greatest relevance to
their specific missions. Additionally, the carlyDARPA programs chose
to concentrate large research awards in so-called centers of excellence
(many of which over time have matured into someof the nation’s leading
university computer science programs), while NSF and the Office of Na-
val Research have supportedindividual researchers at a more diverse set
of institutions (1), NSF has been active in supporting educational and
research needs more broadly, awarding graduate student fellowships and
providing funding for research equipment and infrastructure.

CSTB has recognized the effective leadership of NSF and DARPA,
calling on thermfo step up to larger roles (2; p. 11):

The programs run by [NSF and DARPA] should complement one
another and should together [do the following}:

® Support both theoretical and experimental work;
® Offer awards in a variety of sizes (small, medium, and large) to

support individual investigators, small teams of researchers, and larger
collaborations;

® investigate a range of approaches to large-acale systems problems,
such as improved software design methodologies, system architecture,
reusable code, and biological and economic models... ;

® Attempt to address the full scope of large-scale systems issues,
including scalability, heterogeneity, trustworthiness, flexibility, and pre-
dictability; and

® Give academic researchers some form of access to large-scale sys-
tems for studying and demonstrating new approaches.

Capyright G National Academyof Sciences. All rights reserved.
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BOX 8 |

Federal Agency Evolution

Ini pasoonse to proposals by Vannevar Bush and others for an organization to
hand basic research, especially In universilias, the U.S. Conaress astablisnad the

Nalonol Science Foundation INGE) in 160 (1). A fewyaors sarior ihe U.S) Navy
Rad folinded the Office of Naval Hesearch to draw on science and enainearing
resources in ihe universities. ;

in the early 1960s, during an intense phase of ihe Gaid War, the mililary senvic-
as became ihe preeminent funrcers of computing and communications research: i
The Soviet Union's launching of Sputnik in 1957 raised fears in Gonoress and the
county thatibe Soviets had forded ahead of the United States in advanced tech:
mology. in raspanse, the U.S. Deparment of Betense, nressured by the Eisan-
hower administration, established the Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA, now DARPA) to tung technological oroiects with military implications. In i
19G2 DARPA created the Information Processing Techriiques Office UPTO),
whose inilial reasearch agenda gave onarty to further develsnment of computers |
for commandsanc-oontrol systems.

With ine passage of lime, new organizations have ernerged, and old anes have
otlen been relonried or reinvented lo respord to new natlonal imperaiives and i
counler buresucraic trends (2). DARPA'S IPTO hes lransionmned tsell severcl
timnes fo bring greater coherence to ts research efforts and to respond to techne- i
logical developments and changes in oerceived national needs for iT.

In 2967 NSP astablished ine Olice of Gamputing Acivitise, and in 1286. it
formed the Computer-and infummation Science and Enomeering Directorate to
advance and coordinate suppod for research, education, and infrastrucure in com-

puling (7). In tne 1980s NSF which customaniy has focused on fundamental i
research in universilies, aiso Gagan to encourage join universityindustry research
centers through fis Enqineering Rlesmarch Geniers nrogram Uhese centers focus i
on research and education in the context of lonq-lime-horizon, complex engineer
ng challenges‘) andils Science and Technology Center program: (aimed al fond
leny resdarch in areas that are naw or thal can bridge disciblinas and/or rshtu-
tions and sectars<),

WH Ine drowiht in thie []sector ana corresponding 11 davelooment logeiher i

wiih toe maluration of ine feld af comouter sciance, more receri federal funding
has heen characterized by a series of mulliagency, Jont-term, high-risk Initiatives. i
The first was the High Performance Gampuling and Communications initiative,

which emerged in the late 18e0s arid broadened through ine mid- 1880s (1.5). By
the kde 1260s ard the esiablishirant of the muligency information fechnolody i
for Tne Twenge Fipst Century initiative Gn NGP We information Pechnology Ae-
search iniliative), social science reésearch—relatinga IT innovation to the people i
who use Ji--waes an imporianl complement to ihe scierice ano technology rée-
senrch per se (3.8).

eee <hitpAvaena.pslaowescerabins. Accessed dure 200g.
2See chtdwnatgoviod/ala/oranramastels Aocessed Guna 2 2003.
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Given the wide circle of agencies interested in and involved with mp
research and the even wider circle coming to depend onlarge-scale I
systems, the NSF and DARPA should attempt to involve in their re-
search otherfederal agencies ... that operate large-scale IT systems and
would benefit from advances in their design. Such involvement could
provide a means for researchers to gain access to operational systems
for analytical and experimental purposes.

The diversity of research funding objectives and program manage-
ment styles offers many benefits (1,3). It helps ensure exploration of a
diverse set of research topics and consideration of a range of applications.
For example, DARPA, NASA, and NIG (in addition to NSF} have all
supported work In expert systems. However, because the systems have
had different applications—decision aids for pilots, tools for determining
the structure of molecules on other planets, and meclicai diagnostics—
each agency has supported different groups of researchers who tried dif-
ferent approaches. And no one’s judgment is infallible. If one agency
declines to support a particular topic, researchers have other sources of
funding.

3. Visionary progrant managers who were willingto take risks have been a
halimark of many of the highest-impact federal research imitiatives (1,3).

The program manageris responsible for initiating, funding, and over-
seeing research programs. The funding and management styles of pro-
gram managers at DARPA during the 1960s and 1970s, for example, re-
flected anability to marry visions for technological progress with strong

technical anand an understanding of the uncertainties of there-search process (1,3}. Many of these program managers and program
office directors weree recruited fromuniversities and industrial research
laboratories for limited tours of duty and were themselves leading
researchers, With close ties to the field, they were trusted by—and
trusted—the research community. They tenced to lay down broad guide-
lines for new research areas and to draw specific project proposals from
principal investigators. They were willing to place bets—to pursue high-
risk/high-gain projects.

This style of funding and managemeent allowed researchers room to
pursue newvenuesof inquiry. The funding style resulted in advancesin
areas as diverse as computer graphics, artificiaal intelligence, networking,
and computer architecture. As that experience illustrates, because unan-
ticipated outcomes of research are so valuable, federal mechanisms for
funding and managing research need to recognize the inherent uncertain-
ties and build in enough flexibility to accommodate midcourse changes
(1,3).
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LOOKING FORWARD

Federal fanding agencies will have to continue to adjust their strate-
gies and tactics as national needs anc imperatives change. Todaythere is
an. escalation in concern about nomelane security, the globalization ofindustry, a rise of commodity IT products and an IT mass market, the
growing dependence of economic andsocial activity on networking and
distributed computing capabilities, and a variety of industry retrench-
ments. Coevolution with industry thus meanscifferent things for feder-
ally funded computing research today than it did in the middleto late
decades of the 20th century.

Challenges as well as opportunities have grown: computer science is
a larger field with more subdisciplines; telecoramunications is increas-
ingly intertwined with computing while evolving across multiple me-
dia;!° the interdisciplinary problems that engage computer science and
telecommunications are broader-ranging; and the number of hard prob-
lems—-reflecting growth in scale, complexity, and interactions with
people—has increased. Evolving capabilities motivate a range of stretch
goals that can help realize the potential of information technology as a
human enabler. Examples include newforms of prosthetics (beginning
with systems that can hear, speak, or see as weil as a person can) and
better ways to observe or participate in activities from a distance (Le
telepresence).

These circumstances implythat the challenge to federal research pro-
gram managers has also grown. For example, while IT is at the core of a
ruamber of interdisciplinary programs (such as the multiagency Digital
Libraries Initiative and NSF’s Digital Government and Computing and
Social System programs), it takes more work to review proposals for in-
terdisciplinary workandto assure its quality. It maythus be more impor-
tant to engage [T-using organizations in research projects, which may
involve more work for the researchers (2}. The growthin opportunities at
the intersection of computing and biology, for example, or even comput-
ing anc the arts—both topics of CSTB projects!’ suggests new horizons

Mtynovations are enhancingthe potential of optical fiber, various forms of wireless, and
even cider media, such as copper.

loThese and other problems wereoutlined by Jim Grayin his 1998 A.M. Turing Award
lecture. See Tim Gray, 1998 “What's Next? A Few Remaining Problems in Information
Technology.” Available online at <http:/ /research.Microsoft.com/~Gray/talks>. Accessed
June 9, 2008.

The project ¢on computing and the arts and design was completedin early 2003. SeeComputer Science and Telecormmunications Board, National Research Council. 2003. Be-
yer
Pr

 

 ond Productivity: Dy ormation Technology. Innovation, and Creativity. National Acadernies
ess, Washington, D.C.
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for IT innovation that depend on the nurturing that is available through
university-based research programs.

The challenges confronting program managers underscore the need
to attract talent from universities and industry to such public service
positions. Past advances fostered by federal funding leveraged the
energies and wisdomof people who went fromuniversities and industry
into the government, for at least a Umited period. It is ironic that their
success has increased the incentives for researchersto stay in universities
or to try their hand in industry instead of cultivating the field as program
managers.

Government support for IT research will also be shaped by categories
of problemsin whichit has a special interest. The events of September Lt,
2001, remind us that computer and communications security, constrained
by market failure, has always depended on federal investments. Butso,
too, has research in human-computer interaction, another arena in which
market forces have been limited (8) and wheretherise of e-government
reinforces long-standing governmentinterest associated with its ownap-
plications.® The past-September 11 focus on homeland security and
intelligence analysis also puts a spotlight on supercomputing architec-
tures, numerical analysis, parallel programming languages and tools, and
other areas in which IT advances have flowed from scientific and engi-
neering computing needs within the research community at large—and
in which purely commercial development was unlikely at best (1,3).

The downturnin the telecommunications industry presents opportu-
nities for the government to stimulate newdirections through its support

for research. We maysee a consolidation anda loss of viable competition,
or a realignment of the sector boundaries to better reflect economic reali-
ties. Government funding, supporting the development of open stan-
dards, can help shape the structure of industry? Given the “chicken-
and-ege” tension shaping advances in infrastructure and applications,
government support for exploration of new kinds of applications can
have great impact“°° The governmentcan encourage competition by sup-
porting the definition of critical Interfaces and demonstrations of feasibil-

Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council. 2002.
Information Technology Research, innovation, and E-Government. National Acaderny Press,
Washington, D.C.

See Computer Science and Telecormunications Board, National Research Council,
2001, The [internet's Coming of Age, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.; and Con
puter Science and Telecormmunications Board, National Research Council, 2002, Broadbarul:
Bringing Home the Bits, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.

20This was dernonstrated by the evolution of the early Internet and Web, involving de-
velopment and refinernent of bath the underlying infrastructure and a suite of compelling
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ity for open standards, ancl it can demonstrate newarchitectures through
field trials and testbeds. This role was critical in the emergence of the
Internet, and the relevance and importance of this sort of leadership have
not warned?!

More generally, the 2001-2002 downturn in the economyandthecri-
sis in the telecommuunications industry caused a reduction in investment

across all of IT. Spending remained down in 2003, and internal invest-
ment has dropped accordingly. Venture and equity capital has also be-
come harder to obtain in the IT industries. In times such as these, re-

search, especially longer-term research, is an obvious target for cost
cutting. But if we as a nation do not continue to invest in the foundations
of innovation, we run the risk that whenan improving economyjustifies
an increase in investment, there maybe fewiceas in which to invest. For
hhat reason this time is especially important for government-sponsored
research.

Today's researchinvestments are essential to tomorrow’s world lead-
ership in IT. Promits position of leadership today—reinforced by an
aggregation of universities, companies, government programs, andtal-
ent—the United States is better positioned than other nations are to make
the most of nonappropriable research (and even appropriable research).
Properly managed, publicly funded research in IT will continue to create
important new technologies and industries, some of them unimagined
today. The process will continue to take 10 to 15 years fromthe inception
of a newidea to the creation of a billion-dollar industry. Without contin-
ued federal investment in fundamental research there would still be inno-

vation, but the quantity and range of newideas for U.S, industry to draw
from would be greatly diminished—as would the flow of peaple edu-

applications by researchers focused not only on FT but also on other fields of science and
engineering in which people used TT. The Internet probably could never have develop
commercially without this phase of government-supported experimentation and refine-
ment coordinated between infrastucture and applications. For a discussion of new oppor-
tunities in the support of applications, see Computer Science and Telecornmu
Board, National Research Council, 2002, Broadband: Bringing Home the Bits, National Acad-
emy Press, Washington, D.C.

“Bor a discussion of the role of government in setting a vision, see Computer Science
and Telecormmunications Board, National Research Council, 1994, Realizing the Information
Future: The internet and Beyond, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C. For a discus-

sion of government leadership and the importance of governmentt funding of research as apolicy toal, see Compniter Science and Telecommunicati ard, National RResearch Coun-
cll, 1996, The Unpredictable Certainty: Information infrastrucbre Through 2000, National Acad-
enly Press, Washington, D.C.
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cated at the forefront, the most important productof the nation’s research
universities (1-8).

The lessons of history are clear, as many CSTB studies in the past
decade have shown, and many of those lessons are relevant to 21st-cen-
tury realities. A complex partnership among government, industry, and
universities has made the United States the worldleader in IT, andinfor-

mation technology has become essential to our national security and eco-
nomic and social well-being. Turn-of-the-century turmoil and structural
changes in IT industries have diminished their inherentlylimited capac-
ity to support fundamental IT research. The role of the federal govern-
ment in sponsoring fundamental research in IT—largely university-
based—has been and will continue to be essential.

Capyright G National Academyof Sciences. All rights reserved.
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Excerpts from Earlier CSTB Reports

This section contains excerpts from three CSTB reports:

« Muking IT Betler: Expanding biformation Technology Research to Meet
Soctety’s Needs (2000),

@ Funding a Revolution: Government Support for Conmpuling Research
(1999), and

* Evolving the High Performance Computing and Communications Initia-
tive to Support the Nation's Information Infrastructure (1993).

While this synthesis report is based on all the CSTE reports listed in
Box 1 in the “Summary and Recommendations,” the excerpts from these
three reports are the most general and broad. To keep this report to a
reasonable length, nothing was excerpted fromthe other five reports.
Readers are encouraged to read all eight reports, which can be found
online at <http:/ /www.nap.edu>.

For the sake of simplicity and organizational clarity, footnotes and
reference citations appearing in the original texts have been omitted from
the reprinted material that follows. A bar in the margins beside the ex-
cerpted material is used to indicate that it is extracted text. Section heads
showthe topics addressed.
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MAKING IT BETTER: EXPANDING INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH TO MEET SOCIETY'S NEEDS (2000)

CITATION: Computer Science and Telecommunications Board (CSTB),
National Research Council. 2000. MakingIT Better: Expanding Information
Technology Research to Meet Society's Needs. National Academy Press,
Washington, D.C.

The Many Faces of Information Technology Research

(From pp. 23-26): IT research takes many forms. It consists of both
theoretical and experimental work, and it combines elements of science
and engineering. Some IT research lays out principles or constraints that
apply to all computing and communications systems; examples include
theorems that showthe limitations of computation (what can and cannot
be computed by a digital computer within a reasonable time) or the fun-
damentallimits on capacities of communications charmels. Other research
investigates different classes of IT systems, such as user interfaces, the
Web, or electronic mail (e-mail), Still other research deals with issues of
broad applicability driven by specific needs. For example, today’s high-
level programming languages (such as Java and C) were made possible
by research that uncovered techniques for converting the high-levei state-
ments into machine code for execution on a computer. The design af the
languages themselves is a research topic: how best to capture a
programmer’s intentions in a waythat can be converted to efficient ma-
chine code. Efforts to solve this problern, as is often the case in IT research,
will require invention and design as well as the classical scientific tech-
niques of analysis and measurement. The sameis true of efforts to de-
velop specific and practical modulation and coding algorithms that ap-
proach the fundamental limits of communication on some channels. The
rise of digital communication, associated with computer technology, has
led to the irreversible melding of what were once the separate fields of
cormmunications and computers, with data forming an increasing share of
whatis being transmitted over the digitally modulated fiber-optic cables
sparming the nation and the world.

Experimental work plays an important role in IT research. One meo-
dality of research is the design experiment, in which a newtechnique is
proposed, a provisional design is posited, and a research prototype is
built In order to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the design.
Although muchof the effect of a design can be anticipated using analytic
techniques, manyof its subtle aspects are uncovered anly when the proto-
type is studied. Some of the most important strides in IT have been made
through such experimental research. Time-sharing, for example, evolved
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in a series of experimental systems that explored different parts of the
technology. Howare a computer's resources fo be shared among several
customers? How do we ensure equitable sharing of resources? How do
we insulate each user’s program from the programs of others? What re-
sources should be shared as a corivenierice to the customers (e.g., com-
puter files)? Howcan the system be designedso it’s easy to write com-
puter programs that can be time-shared? What kinds of commands doves a
user need to learn to operate the system? Although some of these trade-
offs may succumb to analysis, others—-notably these involving the user's
evaluation and preferences—-can be evaluated only through experiment.

Ideas for IT research can be gleaned both from the research commu-
nity itself and from applications of IT systems. The Web, initiated by
physicists to support collaboration among researchers, illustrates how
people whouse IT can be the source of important innovations. The Web
was not Invented from scratch; rather, it integrated developmentsin In-
formation retrieval, networking, and software that had been accurnulat-
ing over decades in many segments of the IT research community. It also
reflects a fundamental bodyof technologythat is conducive to innovation
ard change. Thus, itadvanced the integration of computing, communica-
tions, and information. The Web also “embodies the need for additional
science and technology to accommodate the burgeoning scale and diver-
sity of FT users anduses: it became acatalyst for the Internet by enhancing
the ease of use and usefulness of the Internet, it has grown and evolved
far beyond the expectations of its inventors, and it has stimulated new
lines of research aimed at improving and better using the Internet in
numerous arenas, from education to crisis management.

Progress in IT can come from research in manydifferent disciplines.
For example, work on the physics of silicon can be considered IT research
if itis driven by problemsrelated to computer chips; the work of electrical
engineers is considered IT research if it focuses on cormmurications or
semiconductor devices; anthropologists and other social scientists study-
ing the uses of new technology can be doing IT research if thelr work
informs the development and deployment of new IT applications; and
computer scientists and computer engineers address a widening range of
issues, from generating fundamental principles for the behavior of infor-
mation in systems to developing newconcepts for systems. Thus,
search combines science ard engineering, ever: though the popular—and
even protfessional—association of IT with systerns leads many people to
concentrate onthe engineering aspects. Fine distinctions betweenthe sci-
ence and engineering aspects may be unproductive: computer science is
special because of howit combines the two, ard the evolution of both is
keyto the well-being of IT research.
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Implications for the Research Enterprise

(From pp. 42-43): The trerids in IT suggest that the nation needs to
reinvent IT research and develop newstructures to support, conduct, and
manage it....

As IT permeates many more real-world applications, additional con-
stituencies need to be brought into the research process as both funders
and performers of IT research. This is necessary not only to broaden the
funding base to include those who directly benefit from the fruits of the
research, but also to obtain input and guidance. An understanding of
business practices and processes is needed to support the evolution of e-
commerce; insight from the social sciences is needed to build IT systems
that are truly user-friendly and that help people work better together. No
one truly uriderstands where new applications such as e-cormmerce, elec-
tronic publishing, or electronic collaboration are headed, but business
development and research together can promote their arrival at desirable
destinations.

Manychallenges will require the participation and Insight of the end
user and the service provider communities. They have a large stake in
seeing these problems addressed, and theystandto benefit most directly
fromthe solutions. Similarly, systerms integrators would benefit frorm an
improved understanding of systems and applications because they would
become more competitive in the marketplace and be better able to meet
their estimates of project cost and time. Unlike vendors of component
technologies, systems integrators and end users deal with entire informa-
tion systems and therefore have unique perspectives on the problerns
encountered in developing systems and the feasibility of proposedsolu-
tions. Manyof the end-user organizations, however, have no tradition of
conducting IT research—or technological research of any kind, in fact—
and they are not necessarily capable of doing so effectively; they depend
on vendors for their technology. Even so, their involvement in the re-
search process is critical. Vendors of equipment and software have neli-
ther the requisite experience and expertise nor the financial incentives to
invest heavily in research on the challenges facing end-user organiza-
tions, especially the challenges associated with the social applications of
IT. Of course, they listen to their customers as they refine their products
and strategies, but those interactions are superficial compared with the
demands of the new systems and applications. Finding suitable mecha-
nisms for the participation of end users and service providers, and engag-
ing them productively, will be a big challenge for the future of IT re-
search,

Past attempts at public-private partnerships, as in the emerging arena
of critical infrastructure protection, showitis not so easy to get the public
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and private sectors to interact for the purpose of improving the research
base and implementation of systems: the federal government has a re-
sponsibility to address the public interest in critical infrastructure,
whereas the private sector owns and develops that infrastructure, and
conflicting objectives and time horizons have confoundedjoint explora-
tion. As a user of IT, the government could play an important role.
Whereas historically it had Hmited and often separate programs to sup-
port research and acquire systemsfor its own use, the government is now
becoming a consumer of IT on a verylarge scale. Just as IT and the wide-
spread access to it provided by the Web have enabled businesses to rein-
vent themselves, IT could dramatically improve operations and reduce
the costs of applications in public health, air traffic control, and social
security; government agencies, like private-sector organizations, are turn-
ing increasingly to commercial, off-the-shelf technology.

Universities will play a critical role in expanding the IT research
agenda. The university setting continues to be the most hospitable for
higher-risk research projects in which the outcomes are very uncertain.
Universities can play animportant role in establishing newresearch pro-
grams for large-scale systems and social applications, assuming that they
can overcome long-standing institutional and cultural barriers to the
needed cross-disciplinary research. Preserving the universityas a base for
research and the education that goes with it would ensure a workforce
capable of designing, developing, and operating increasingly sophisti-
cated IT systems. A booming IT marketplace and thelure of large salaries
in industry heighten the impact of federal funding decisions on the indi-
vidual decisions that shape the university environment: as the key funders
of university research, federal programs send important signals to faculty
andstudents.

The current concerns in IT differ from the competitiveness concerns
of the 1980s: the all-pervasiveness of IT in everydaylife raises new ques-
tions of howto get from here to there-—-howtorealize the exciting possi-
bilities,not merely howto get there first. A vital and relevant IT research
program is more important than ever, given the complexity of the issues
at hand and the need to provide solid underpinnings for the rapidly
changing IT marketplace.

(From p. 93): Several underlying trencs could ultimately limit the
nation’s innovative capacity and hinder its ability to deploy the kinds of
IT systems that could best meet personal, business, and government
needs. First, expenditures on research by companies that develop IT goods
and services and bythe federal government have not kept pace with the
expanding array of IT. The disincentives to long-term, fundamental re-
search have become more numerous, especially in the private sector,
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which seems more able to lure talent from universities than the other way
around. Second, and perhaps most significantly, IT research investments
continue to be directed at improving the performance of IT components,
with limited attention to systems issues and application-driven needs.
Neither industry nor academia has kept pace with the problems posed by
the large-scale IT systems used in a range of social and business con-
texts—problems that require fundamental research. ...New mechanisms
may be needed to direct resources to these growing problem areas.

(From pp. 6-9): Neither large-scale systems nor social applications of
IT are adequately addressedbythe IT research communitytoday. Most IT
researchis directed toward the components of IT systems: the microproces-
sors, computers, and networking technologies that are assernbled into
large systems, as well as the software that enables the components to
work together. This research nurtures the essence of IT, and continued
work is needed in all these areas. But component research needs to be
viewedas part of a muchlarger portfolio, in whichit is complemented by
research aimed directly at improving large-scale systems and the social
applications of IT. The last of these includes some work (such as com-
puter-supported cooperative work and human-computer interaction) tra-
ditionally viewed as within the purview of computerscience. Researchin
all three areas—components, systems, and social applications—wi

 
will make

iTsystems better able to meet society’s needs, just as in the medical do-
main work is needed in biology, physiology, clinical medicine, and epide-
miology to make the nation’s population healthier.

Research onlarge-scale systems and the social applications of IT will
require new modes of funding and performing research that can bring
together a broad set of IT researchers, endusers, systemintegrators, and
social scientists to enhance the understanding of operational systems.
Research in these areas dernancds that researchers have access to opera-
tional large-scale systems or to testbeds that can mimic the performance
of much larger systems. It requires additional funding to support sizable
projects that allow multiple investigators to experiment with large IT
systems and develop suitable testbeds and simulations for evaluating
new approaches anc that engage an unusually diverse range of parties.
Research by individual investigators will not, by itself, suffice to make
progress on these difficult problems.

Today, most IT research fails to incorporate the diversity of perspec-
tives needed to ensure advances on large-scale systems and social appli-
cations, Within industry, it is conducted largely by vendors of IT compo-
nents; companies Iike IBM, Microsoft, and Lucent Technologies. Few of
the companies that are engaged in providing IT services, in integrating
large-scale systems (e.g., Andersen Consulting [now Accenture], EDS, or
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Lockheed Martin), or in developing enterprise software (e.g., Oracle, SAP,
PeopleSoft) have significant research programs. Nor do end-user organi-
zations (e.g., users in banking, commerce, education, health care, and
manufacturing) tend to support research on IT, despite thelr increasing
reliance on IT and their stake in the wayIT systems are molded. Likewise,
there is little academic research on large-scale systems or social applica-
tions. Within the IT sector, systems research has tended to focus on im-
proving the performance and lowering the costs of IT systems rather than
on improving their reliability, flexibility, or scalability (although systems
research is slated to receive more attention in new funding programs).
Social applications present an even greater opportunity and have the
potential to leverage research in human-computerinteraction, using it to
better understand how IT can support the work of individuals, groups,
and organizations. Success in this area hinges on interdisciplinary
research, which is already being carried out on a small scale.

One reason more work has not been undertaken in these areas is lack

of sufficient funding. More fundamentally, the problems evident today
did not reach critical proportions until recently. ... From a practical
perspective, conclucting the types of research advocatecl here is difficult.
Significant cultural gaps exist between researchers in ditterent disciplines
and between IT researchers and the end users of IT systerns.
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PUNDING A REVOLUTION: GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR

COMPUTING RESEARCH (1999)

CITATION: Computer Science and Telecommunications Board (CSTB),
National Research Council. 1999. Funding a Revolution: Goveramenuf Sup-
port for Computing Research. National AcademyPress, Washington, D.C.

(From p. 1}: The computer revolution is not simply a technical change;
it is a sociotechnical revolution comparable to an industrial revolution.
The British Industrial Revolution of the late 18th century not only brought
with it steam and factories, but also ushered in a modern era character-

ized bythe rise of industrial cities, a politically powerful urban middle
class, and a new working class. 5o, too, the sociotechnical aspects of the
computer revolution are now becoming clear. Millions of workers are
flocking to computing-related industries. Firms producing microproces-
sors and software are challenging the economic powerof firms manufac-
turing automobiles and procucing oil. Detroit is no longer the symbolic

center of the U.S. industrial empire; Silicon Valley nowconjures up vi-
sions of enormous entrepreneurial vigor. Men in boardrooms and gray
flannel suits are giving way to the casually dressed young founders of
start-up computer and Internet companies. Manyof these entrepreneurs
had their early hands-on computer experience as graduate students con-
ducting federally funded university research.

As the computer revolution continues and private companies increas-
ingly fund innovative activities, the federal government continues to play
atnajor role, especially by funding research. Given the successful history
of federal involvement, several questions arise: Are there lessons to be
drawnfrom past successes that can inform future policy making inthis
area? What future roles might the government play in sustaining the
information revolution and helping to initiate ather technological devel-
opments?

Lessons from History

(From pp. 5-13}: Whyhas federal support beenso effective instimu-
lating Innovation in computing? Although much has depended on the
unique characteristics of individual research programs and their partici-
pants, several common factors have played an important part. Primary
among themis that federal support for research has tended to complement,
rather than preempt, industry investments in research. Effective federal
research has concentrated on work that industry has limited incentive to
pursue: long-term, fundamental research; large system-building efforts
that require the talents of diverse communities of scientists and engi-
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neers; and work that might displace existing, entrenched technologies.
Furthermore, successful federal programs have tended to be organized in
ways that accommodate the uncertainties in scientific and technological
research. Support for computing research has come from a diversity of
funding agencies; program managers have formulated projects broadly
where possible, modifying them in response to preliminary results; and
projects havefostered productive collaboration between universities and
industry. The lessons below expand on these factors. The first three les-
sons address the complernentary nature of government- and industry-
sponsored research; the final four highlight elements of the organiza-
tional structure and management of effective federally funded research
programs....

1. Government supports long-range, fundamental research that
industry cannot sustain.

Federally funded programs havebeensuccessful in supporting long-
term research into fundamental aspects of computing, such as computer
graphics and artificial intelligence, whose practical benefits often take
years to demonstrate. Work on speech recognition, for example, which

was begun in the early 1970s (some started even earlier), took until 1997
to gerierate a successful prociuct for enabling personal computers to rec-
ognize continuous speech. Similarly, fundamental algorithmsfor shading
three-dimensional graphics images, which were developed with defense
funding in the 1960s, entered consumerproducts onlyin the 1990s, though
they were available in higher-performance machines muchearlier. These
algorithms are nowused in a range of products in the health care, enter-
tainment, and defense industries.

Industry does fund some long-range work, but the benefits of funda-
mental research are generally too distant and too uncertain to receive
significant Industry support. Moreover, the results of such work are gen-
erally so broad thatit is difficult for any one firm to capture them forits
ownbenefit and also prevent competitors from doing so.... Not surpris-
ingly, companies that have tended to support the most fundarnental re-
search have been those, ike AT&T Corporation and IBM Corporation,
that are large and have enjoyed a dominant position in their respective

markets. As the computing inclustry has become more competitive, even
these firms have begunto link their research more closely with corporate
objectives and product developmentactivities. Companies that have be-
come more dominant, such as Microsoft Corporation and Intel Corpora-
tion, have increased their support for fundamental research.
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2. Government supports large system-building efforts that have
advanced technology and created large communities of researchers.

In addition to funding long-term fundamental research, federal pro-
grams have been effective in supporting the construction of large systems
that have both motivated research and demonstrated the feasibility of
new technological approaches. The Defense Advariced Research Projects
Agency’s (DARPA’s) decision to construct a packet-switched network
(called the ARPANET) to link computers at its many contractor sites
promptedconsiderable research on networking protocols andthe design
of packet switches and routers. It also led to the development of struc-
tures for managing large networks, such as the domain name system, and
development of useful applications, such as e-mail. Moreover, by con-
structing a successful system, DARPA demonstrated the value of large-
scale packet-switched networks, motivating subsequent deployment of
other networks, like the National Science Foundation’s NSFnet, which
formedthe basis of the Internet.

Efforts to build large systems demonstrate that, especially in comput-
ing, innovation does not flow simply anddirectly from research, through
development, to deployment. Development often precedes research, and
research rationalizes, or explains, technology developed earlier through
experimentation. Hence attempts to build large systems can identify new
problems that need to be solved. Electronic telecommumications systems
were in use long before Claude Sharinon developed modern communica-
tions theory in the late 1940s, and the engineers who developed thefirst
packet switches for routing messages through the ARPANET advanced
empirically beyond theory. Building large systems generated questions
for research, and the answers, in turn, facilitated more development.

Much of the success of major system-building efforts derives from
their ability to bring together large groups of researchers from academia
and industry who develop a common vocabulary, share ideas, andcreate
a critical mass of people who subsequently extend the technology. Ex-
amples include the ARPANET and the development of the Air Force’s
Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) project in the 1950s. In-
volving researchers from MIT, IBM, and other research laboratories, the
SAGE project sparked Innovations ranging from real-time computing to
core merrories that found widespread acceptance throughout the com-
puter Industry. Many of the pioneers in computing learned through
hands-on experimentation with SAGE in the 1950s arid early 1960s. They
subsequently staffed the companies and laboratories of the nascent com-
puting and communications revolution. The impact of SAGE was felt
over the course of several decades.
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3. Federal research funding has expanded on earlier industrial research.

in several cases, federal research funding has been important in ad-
vancing a technologyto the point of commercialization after it wasfirst
explored in anindustrial research laboratory. For example, IBMpioneered
the concept of relational databases but did not commercialize the technoal-
ogy because of its perceived potential to compete with more-established
IBMproducts. National Science Foundation (NSF)}-sponsored research at
UC-Berkeley allowed continued explorationof this concept and brought
the technologyto the point that it could be commercialized by several
start-up companies—and more-established database companies (includ-
ing IBM). This pattern was also evident in the development of reduced
instruction set computing (RISC). Though developed at IBM, RISC was
not commercialized until DARPA funded additional research at UC-Ber-

keley and Stanford University as part of its Very Large Scale Integrated
Circuit (VLSI) program of the late 1970s and early 1980s. A variety of
companies subsequently brought RISC-based products to the market-
place, Including IBM, the Hewlett-Packard Company, the newly formed
Sun Microsystems, Inc., and another start-up, MIPS Computer Systems.
For both relational databases and VLSI, federal funding helped create a
community of researchers who validated and improved on the initial
work. They rapidly diffused the technology throughout the community,
leading to greater competition and more rapid commercialization.

4, Computing research has benefited from diverse sources of
government support.

Research in computing has been supported by multiple federal agen-
cies, including the Department of Defense (0OD)—most notably the De-
fense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the military services—the
National Science Foundation, National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA), Department of Energy (DOE), and National Institutes of
Health (NIH). Each has its own mission and means of supporting re-
search. DARPA has tended to concentrate large research grants in so-
called centers of excellence, many of which over time have maturedinto
some of the country’s leading academic computer departments. The Of
fice of Naval Research (ONR) and NSF, in contrast, have supported indi-
vidual researchers at a more diverse set of institutions. They have awarded
mumerous peer-reviewgrants to Individual researchers, especially in uni-
versities. NSF has also been active in supporting educational and research
needs more broadly, awarding graduate student fellowships andprovid-
ing funding for research equipment and infrastructure. Each of these or-
ganizations employs a different set of mechanisms to support research,
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from funcdamental research te mission-oriented research and develop-
ment projects, to procurement of hardware and software.

Such diversity offers many benefits. It not only provides researchers
with many potential sources of support, but also helps ensure exploration
of a diverse set of research topics and considerationof a range of applica-
tions. DARPA, NASA, and NIH have all supported work in expert sys-
tems, for example, but because the systems have had different applica-
tions—decision aids for pilots, tools for determining the structure of
molecules on other planets, and medical diagnostics--each agency has
supporteddifferent groups of researchers whotried different approaches.

Perhaps more importantly, no single approach to investing in. re-
searchis byitself a sufficient means of stimulating innovation; each plays
a role in the larger system of innovation. Different approaches work in
concert, ensuring continued support for research areas as they pass
through subsequent stages of development. Organizations such as NSF
and ONR often funded seed work in areas that DARPA, withits larger
contract awards, later magnified and expanded. DARPA’s Project MAC,
which gave momentum to time-shared computing in the 1960s, for ex-
ample, built on earlier NSP-sponsored work on MIT’s Compatible Time-
Sharing System. Conversely, NSF has provided continued support for
projects that DARPA pioneered but was unwilling to sustain after the
major research challenges were resolved. For example, NSF funds the
Metal Oxide Semiconductor Implementation Service (MOSIS)}—a system
developed at Xerox PARC andinstitutionalized by DARPAthat provides
university researchers with access to fast-turnaround semiconductor
manufacturing services. Once established, this program no longer
matched DARPA’s mission to develop leading-edge technologies, but it
did match NSF’s mission to support university education and research
infrastructure. Similarly,NSP built on DARPA’s pioneering research on
packet-switched networks to construct the NSFnet, a precursor to today’s
Internet.

5. Strong program managers and flexible management structures have
enhanced the effectiveness of computing research.

Research in computing, as in other fields, is a highly unpredictable
endeavor. The results of research are not evident at the start, and their

most important contributions cften differ from those originally envi-
sioned. Few expected that the Navy’s attempt to build a programmable
aircraft simulator inthe late 1940s would result in the developmentof the
first real-time digital computer (the Whirlwind); nor could DARPA pro-
gram managers have anticipated that their early experiments on packet
switching would evolve into the Internet and later the World Wide Web.
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The potential for unanticipated outcomes of research has two inpli-
cations for fecieral policy. First, it suggests that measuring the results of
federally funded research programs is extremely difficult. Projects that
appear to have failed often make significant contributions to later tech-
nology development or achieve other objectives not originally envisioned.
Furthermore, research creates many intangible products, such as know!-
edge and educated researchers whose value is hard to quantify. Second, it
implies that federal mechanisms for funding and managing research need
to recognize the uncertainties inherent in computing research and to build
in sufficient flexibility to accommodate mid-course changes andrespond
to unanticipated results.

A keyelement in agencies’ ability to maintain flexibility in the past
has been their program managers, who have responsibility for initiating,
funding, and overseeing research programs. The funding and manage-
ment styles of program managers at DARPA during the 1960s and 1970s,
for example, reflected an ability fo marry visions for technological
progress with strong technical expertise and an understanding of the
uncertainties of the research process. Many of these program managers
and office directors were recruited from academic and industry research
laboratories for limited tours of duty. They tended to lay down broad
guidelines for new researchareas and to draw specific project proposals
from. principal investigators, or researchers, in academic computer cen-
ters. This style of funding and management resulted in the government
stimulating innovation with a light touch, allowing researchers room to
pursue new avenues of inquiry. In turn, it helped attract top-notch pro-
gram managers to federal agencies. With close tles to the field and its
leading researchers, they were trusted by--and trusted in--the research
community.

This funding style resulted in great advances in areas as diverse as
computer graphics, artificial intelligence, networking, and computer ar-
chitectures. Although mechanisms are clearly needed to ensure account-
ability and oversight in government-sporsored research, history demon-
strates the benefits of instilling these values in program managers and
providing them adequate support to pursue promising research direc-
tions.

6. Collaboration between industry and university researchers has
facilitated the commercialization of computing research and
maintained its relevance.

Innovation in computing requires the combinedtalents of university
andindustry researchers. Bringing them together has helped ensure that
industry taps into new academic research and that university researchers
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understand the challenges facing industry. Such collaboration also helps
facilitate the commercialization of technology developed in a university
setting. All of the areas described in this report’s case stucdies—relational
databases, the Internet, theoretical computer science, artificial intelligence,
and virtual reality—invoived university and industryparticipants, Other
projects examined, such as SAGE, Project MAC, andverylarge scale inte-
gratedcircuits, demonstrate the same phenomenon.

Collaboration between industry and universities can take many
forms. Sore projects combine researchers from both sectors on the same
project team. Other projects involve a transition from academic research
laboratories to industry (via either the Hcensing of key patents or the
creation of newstart-up cormpanies) once the technology matures suffi-
ciently. As the case stuclies demonstrate, effective linkages between in-
dustry anduniversities tended to emerge from projects, rather thanbe-
ing thrust upon them. Project tears assembled to build large systems
included the range of skills needed for a particular project. University
researchers often sought out productive avenues for transferring research
results to Industry, whether linking with existing companies or starting
newones. Such techniques have often been more effective than explicit
attempts to encourage collaboration, many of which have foundered due
to the often conflicting time horizons of university andindustry research-
ers,

7. Organizational innovation and adaptation are necessary elements
of federal research support.

Over time, new government organizations have formed to support
computing research, and organizations have continually evolved in order
to better match their structure to the needs of the research and policy-
making cormumunities. In response to proposals by Vannevar Bush and
others that the country needed an organization to fund basic research,
especially in the universities, for example, Congress established the Na-
tional Science Foundation in 1950. A fewyears earlier, the Navy founded
the Office of Naval Research to draw on science and engineering resources
in the universities. In the early 1950s during an intense phase of the Cold
War, the military services became the preeminent funders of computing
and communications. The Soviet Union's launching of Sputnik in 1957
raised fears in Congress and the countrythat the Soviets had forged ahead
of the UnitedStates in advanced technology. In response, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense, pressured by the Eisenhoweradministration, established
the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA, now DARPA) to fund
technological projects with military implications. In 1962 DARPAcreated
the Information Processing Techniques Office (PTO), whose initial re-
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search agenda gave priority to further development of computers for
cormmand-and-conirol systems.

Withthe passage of time, new organizations have emerged, and old
ones have often been reformed or reinvented to respond to new national
imperatives and counter bureaucratic trends. DARPA‘’s IPTO has trans-
formeditself several times to bring greater coherence to its research ef-
forts and to respond to technological developments. NSF in 1967 estab-
lished the Office of Computing Activities and in 1986 formed the
Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering (CISE) Directorate
to couple and coordinate support for research, education, and infrastruc-
ture in computer science. In the 19803 NSP, which customarily has fo-
cused on basic research in universities, also began to encourage joint
academic-industrial research centers through its Engineering Research
Centers program. Withthe relative increase in industrial support of re-
search and development in recent years, federal agencies such as NSF
have rationalized their funding policies to complement short-term indus-
trial R&D. Federal funding of long-term, high-risk initiatives continues to
have a highpriority.

As this history suggests, federal funding agencies will need to con-
tinue to adjust their strategies and tactics as national needs and impera-
tives change. The Cold War imperative shaped technological history dur-
ing muchof the last hali-century. International competitiveness servedas
a driver of government funding of computing and communications dur-
ing the late 1980s and early 1990s. With the end of the Cold Warand the
elabalization of industry, the U.S. computing industries need to maintain
their high rates of innovation, and federal structures for managing com-
puting research may need to change to ensure that they are appropriate
for this new environment.

Sources of U.S. Success

(From pp. 27-28): That the United States should be the leading coun-

try in computing and communications was not preordained. Early in the
industry’s formation, the United Kingdom wasa serious competitor. The
United Kingdom was the home of the Difference Engine and later the
Analytical Engine, both of which were programmabie mechanical devices
designed and partially constructed by Charles Babbage and Ada, Count-
ess of Lovelace, in the 19th century. Basic theoretical work defining a
universal computer was the contribution of Alan Turing in Cambridge
just before the start ofWorld WarIL. The English defense industry—with
Alan Turing’s participation—conceived and constructed vacuum tube
computers able to break the German military code. Both machines and
their accomplishments were kept secret, much like the efforts and suc-
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cesses of the National Security Agency in this country. After the war,
English universities constructed research computers and developed com-
puter concepts that later found significant use in U.S. products. Other
European countries, Germany and France in particular, also made efforts
to gain a footholdin this newtechnology.

Howthen did the United States become a leacler in computing? The
answer is mardfoid, and a number of external factors clearly played arole.
The state of Europe, England in particular, at the end of World War
played a decisive role, as rebuilding a country and industry is a more
difficult task than shifting from a war economyto a consumer economy.
The movement of people among universities, industry, and government
laboratories at the end of World War U in the United Kingdomand the
United States also contributed by spreading the experience gained during
the war, especially regarding electronics and computing. American stu-
dents and scholars who were studying in England as Fulbright Scholars
in the 1930s learned of the computer developments that had occurred
during the warand that were continuing to advance.

industrial prowess also played a role. After World War H, U.S. firms
moved quickly to build an industrial base for computing. IBM and
Remington Rand recognized quite early that electronic computers were a
threat to their conventional electromechanical punched-card business and
launched early endeavors into computing. ... Over time, fierce competi-
tion and expectations of rapid market growth brought billions in venture
moneyto the industry's inventors and caused a flowering of small high-
tech innovators. Rapid expansion of the U.S. marketplace for computing
equipment created buyers for new computing equipment. The rapid post-
World War II expansion of civillan-oriented industries and financial
sources created new demands for data and data processing. Insurance
companies and banks were at the forefront of installing early computers
in their operations. New companies, such as Engineering Research Asso-
ciates, Datamatic, and Eckert-Mauchly, as well as established companies
in the data processing field, such as IBMand Sperry Rand, sawan oppor-
tunity for new products and new markets. The combination of new com-
panies and established ones was a powerful force. It generated fierce
competition and provided substantial capital funds.

These factors helped the nation gain an early lead in computing that it
has maintained. While firms from other nations have made inroads into

computing technology—from memory chips to supercomptters-——U.S.
firms have continued to dominate both domestic and international mar-

kets in most product categories. This success reflects the strength of the
nation’s innovation system in computing technology, which has continu-
ally developed, marketed, and supported newproducts, processes, and
services.
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Research and Technological Innovation

(From pp. 28-31): Innovation is generally defined as the process of
developing and putting into practice new products, processes, or ser-
vices. It draws upon a range of activities, including research, product
development, manufacturing, and marketing. Although often viewed as
a linear, sequential process, innovation is usually more complicated, with
many interactions among the different activities and considerable feed-
back. It can be motivated by newresearch advances or by recognitionof a
new market need. Government, universities, and industryall playa role
in the innovation process,

Research is a vital part of innovation in computing. In dollar terms,
research is just a small part of the innovation process, representing less
than one-fifth of the cost of developing and introducing newprociucts in
the United States, with preparation of product specifications, prototype
development, tooling and equipment, manufacturing start-up, and mar-
keting start-up comprising the remainder. Indeed, computer manufac-
turers allocated an average of just 20 percent of their research and devel-
opment budgets to research between 1976 and 1995, with the balance
supporting product development. Even in the largest computer manu-
facturers, such as IBM, research costs are only about 1 to 2 percentof total
operating expenses. Nevertheless, research plays a critical role in the in-
novation process, providing a base of scientific and technological know!-
edge that can be used to develop new products, processes, ancl services.
This knowledgeis used at many points in the innovation process—gener-
atine ideas for new products, processes, or services; solving particular
problems in product development or manufacturing; or improving exist-
ing products, for example...

Traditionally, research expenditures have been characterized as ei-
ther basic or applied. The term “basic research” is used to describe work
that is exploratoryin nature, addressing fundamental scientific questions
for which ready answers are lacking; the term “applied research” de-
scribes activities aimed at exploring phenomena necessary for determin-
ing the means by which a recognized need may be met. These terms, at
best, distinguish betweenthe motivations of researchers and the manner
in which inquiries are concucted, and they are limited In their ability to
deseribe the nature of scientific and technological research. Recent work
has suggested that the definition of basic research be expandedto include
explicitly both basic scientific research and basic technological research.
This definition recognizes the value of exploratory research into basic
technological phenomena that can be used in a variety of products. Ex-
amples include research on. the blue laser, exploration of biosensors, and
mich of the fundamental work in computer engineering.
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(Frompp. 21-23): Clearly, the future of computing will differ from the
history of computing because both the technology and environmental
factors have changed. Attempts by companies to align their research ac-
tivities more closely with product development processes have influenced
the role they may play in the innovation process. As the computing in-
dustry has grown and the technologyhas diffused more widely through-
out society, government has continued to represent a proportionally
smaller portion of the industry.

The Benetits of Public Support of Research

(From pp. 46-47}: The development of scientific and technological
knowledge is a cumulative process, one that depends on the prompt clis-
closure of new findings so that they can be tested and, if confirmed,
integrated with other bodies of reliable knowledge. In this way open
science promotes the rapid generation of further discoveries and inven-
tions, as well as wider practical exploitation of additions to the stock of
knowledge.

The economic case for public funding of what is commonlyreferred
to as basic research rests mainly on that insight, and on the observation
that business firms are bound to be considerably discouraged by the
greater uncertainties surrounding investment in fundamental, exploratory
inquiries (compared to commercially targeted R&D), as well as by the
difficulties of forecasting when and how suchoutlays will generate a
satisfactory rate of return.

The proposition at issue here is quantitative, not qualitative. One
cannot adequately answer the question “Will there be enough?” merely
by saying, “There will be some.” Economists do not claim that without
public patronage (or intellectual property protection), basic research will
cease entirely. Rather, their analysis holds that there will not be enough
basic research——not as much as would be carried out were individual

businesses (like society as a whole} able to anticipate capturing all the
benefits of this form of investment. Therefore, no conflict exists between

this theoretical analysis and the observation that R&D-intensive compa-
nies do indeed fund some exploratory research into fundamental ques-
tions. Their motives for this range from developing a capability to moni-
tor progress at the frontiers of science, to identifying ideas for potential
lines of Innovation that may be emerging from the research of others, to
being better positioned to penetrate the secrets of their rivals’ technologi-
cal practices.

Nevertheless, funding research is a long-termstrategy, and therefore
sensitive to commercial pressures to shift research resources toward ad-
vancing existing product development and improving existing processes,
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rather than searching for future technological options. Large organiza-
tions that are less asset constrained, and of course the public sector, are
better able to take onthe job of pushing the frontiers of science andtech-
nology. Considerations of these kinds are important in addressing the
issue of howte find the optimal balance for the national research effort
between secrecy and disclosure of scientific and engineering information,
as well as Intrying to adjust the mix of exploratory and applications-
driven projects in the national research porticlio.

(From p. 137}: Quantifying the benefits of federal researchsupportis
a difficult, if not impossible, task for several reasons. First, the output of
research is often intangible. Most of the benefit takes the form of new
knowledge that subsequently maybe instantiated in new hardware, soft-
ware, or systems, but is itself difficult to measure. At other times, the
benefits take the form of educated people who bring newideas or a fresh
perspective to an organization. Second, the delays between the time a
research program is conducted and the time the products incorporating
the research results are sold make measurement even more difficult. OF

ten, the delays run into decades, makingit difficult to tell midcourse how
effective a particular program has been. Third, the benefits of a particular
research program may not become visible until other technological ad-
vances are made. For example, advances in computer graphics did not
have widespread effect until suitable hardware was more broadly avail-
able for producing three-dimensional graphical images. Finally, projects
that are perceivedas failures often provide valuable lessons that can guide
or improve future research. Evenif theyfail to reach their original objec-
tives, research projects can make lasting contributions ta the knowledge
base.

Maintaining University Research Capabilities

(From pp. 139-140): Federal funding has... maintained university
research capabilities in computing. Universities dependlargely on federal
support for research programs in computer science and electrical engi-
neering, the two academic disciplines most closely aligned with comput-
ing and communications. Since 1973, federal agencies have provided
roughly 70 percent of all funding for university research in computer
science. In electrical engineering, federal funding has declined from its
peak of 75 percent of total university research support in the early 1970s,
but still represented 65 percent of such funding in 1995. Additional sup-
port has come in the formof research equipment. Universities need access
to state-of-the-art equipment in order to conduct research and train stu-
dents. Although industry contributes some equipment, funding for uni-
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versity research equipment has come largely from federal sources since
the 1960s. Between 1981 and 1995, the federal government provided be-
tween 39 and 76 percent of annual research equipment expenditures in
computer science and between64 and 83 percent of annual research equip-
ment expenditures in electrical engineering. Such investments have
helped ensure that researchers have access to modern computing facili-
ties and have enabled themto further expand the capabilities of comput-
ing and communications systems.

Universities play an important role in the innovation process. They
tend to concentrate on research with broad applicability across compa-
nies and procuct lines and to share new knowledge openly. Because they
are not usually subject to commercial pressures, university researchers
often have greater ability than their industrial counterparts to explore
ideas with uncertain long-termpayoffs.Although it would be difficult to
determine how much university research contributes directly to indus-
trial irmovation, it is telling that eachof the case studies and other major
examples examined in [the source] report—-relational databases, the
Internet, theoretical computer science, artificial intelligence, virtual
reality, SAGE, computer time-sharing, very large scale integratedcircuits,
and the personal computer—involved the participation of university
researchers. Universities play an especially effective role in disseminat-
ing new knowledge by promoting open publication of research results.
They have also served as a training ground for students who have taken
newideas with themto existing companies or started their own compa-
nies. Diffusion of knowledge about relational databases, for instance, was
accelerated by researchers at the University of California at Berkeley who
published the source code for their Ingres system and made it available
free of charge. Several of the lead researchers in this project established
companies to commercialize the technologyor brought it back to existing
firms where they championedits use.

 

Creating Human Resources

(From pp. 140-141): In addition to supporting the creation of new
technology, federal funding for research has also helped create the hu-
manresources that have driven the computer revolution. Manyindustry
researchers anc research managers claimthat the most valuable result of
university research programs is educated students—byand large, an out-
come enabled by federal support of university research. Federal support
for university research in computer sclence grewfrom $65 million to $350
million between 1976 and 1995, while federal support for university re-
searchin electrical engineering grew from$74 million to $177 million (in
constant 1995 dollars). Muchof this funding was used to support gradu-
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ate stuclents. Especially at the nation’s top research universities, the stuc-
ies of a large percentage of graduate students have been supported by
federal research contracts. Graduates of these programs, and faculty re-
searchers who receivedfederal funding, have gone onto forma number
of companies, including Sun Microsystems, Inc. (which grew out of re-
search conducted by Forest Baskett and Andy Bechtolsheim with spon-
sorship from DARPA) and Digital Equipment Corporation Gounded by
Ken Olsen, who participated in the SAGEproject). Graduates also staff
academic faculties that continue to conduct research and educate future

generations of researchers.
Furthermore, the availability of federal research funding has enabled

the growth and expansion of computerscience arul computer engineering
departments at U.S. universities, which increased in number from 6 in
1965 to 56 in 1975 and to 148 in 1995. The numberof graduate students in
computer science also grew dramatically, expanding more than 40-fold
from 257 in 1966 to 11,500 in 1995, with the nurnber of Ph.D. degrees
awarded in computer science increasing from 19 in 1966 to over 900 in
1905. Even withthis growthin Ph.D. production, demandfor computing
researchers still outstrips the supply in both industry and academia.

Bevond supporting student education and training, federal funding
has also been important in creating networks of researchers in particular
flelds—developing communities of researchers who could share ideas
and build on each other’s strengths. Despite its defense crientation,
JARPAhistorically encouraged open disseminationof the results of spon-
sored research, as did other federal agencies. In addition,DARPA and
other feceral agencies funded large projects with multiple participants
from different organizations. These projects helped create entire commyi-
nities of researchers who continued to refine, adopt, and diffuse new
technology throughout the broader computing research community. De-
velopment of the Internet demonstrates the benefits of this approach: by
funding groups of researchers in an open environment, DARPA created
an entire community of users who had a common understanding of the
technology, adopted a commonset of standards, and encouraged their
use broadly. Early users of theARPANETcreated a critical mass of peaple
who helped to disseminate the technology, giving the Internet Protocol
an important early lead over competing approaches to packet switching.

The Organization of Federal Support: A Historical Review

(From pp. 85-86}: Rather than a single, overarching framework of
support, federal funding for research in computing has been managed by
a set of agencies andoffices that carrythe legacies of the historical periods
in which they were created. Crises such as World WarIL, Korea, Sputnik,
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Vietnam, the oil shocks, and concerns over national competitiveness have
all instigated new modes of government support. Los Alamos National
Laboratory, for example, a leader in supercomputing, was created bythe
Manhattan Project and became part of the Department of Energy. The
Office of Naval Research and the National Science Foundation emerged
in the wake of World War II to continue the successful contributions of

wartime science. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) are products of the Cold War, created in response to the launch
of Sputnik to regain the nation’s technological leadership. The National
Bureau of Standards, an older agency, was transformedinto the National
institute of Standards and Technology in response to... concerns about
national competitiveness. Each organization’s style, mission, and impor-
tance have changed over time; yet each organization profoundlyreflects
the process of its development, and the overall landscapeis the result of
numerous layers of history.

Understanding these layers is crucial for discussing the role of the
federal government in computing research. [The following sections
briefly set} out a history of the federal governiment’s programmiatic in-
volvement in computing research since 1945, distinguishing the various
layers inthe historical eras in which they were first formed. The objective
is to identify the changing role the government has playedin these differ-
ent historical periods, discuss the changing political and technological
environment in which federal organizations have acted, and drawatten-
tion to the multiplicity, diversity, and flexibility of public-sector programs
that have stimulated and underwritten the continuing streamof U5. re-
search in computing and communications since World War IL In fulfill
ing this charge, [the following text] reviews a number of prominent fed-
eral research programs that exerted profound influence on the evolving
computing industry. These prograrns are illustrative of the effects of fed-
eral funding on the Industryat different times. Other programs, too nu-
merous to describe here, undoubtedly played key roles in the history of
the computing industry but are not considered here.

1945-1960: Era of Government Computers

(From pp. 86-87): In late 1945, just a few weeks after atomic bombs
ended World War Il and thrust the world into the nuclear age, digital
electronic computers began to whir. The ENIAC Glectronic Numerical
Integrator and Computer}, built at the University of Pennsylvania and
funded by the Army Ballistics Research Laboratory, was America’sfirst
such machine. The following 13 years saw electronic computing grow
from a laboratory technologyinto a routine, useful one. Computing hard-
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